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MOTTO 
 

YaesasuptesujagartikamamkamamPurusonirmimanah | 

Tadevasukram tad brahma tadevamrtamucyate 

TasminlokahsritahsarvetadunatyetiKascan | etadvai tat || 

 

यएषसु ेषुजागितकामंपु षोिनिममाण :। 
तदेवशु ं त तदेवामृतमु ते। 

त ोकाःि ताःसवतदुना ेितक न।एत ैतत्।। 
 

 

 

(That person who is awake in those that sleep, shaping desire after desire, that, 

indeed, is the pure. That is Brahman, that, indeed, it called the immortal. In it 

all the worlds rest and no one ever goes beyond it. This, verily, is that, kamam 

kamam : desire after desire, really objects of desire. Even dream objects like 

objects of working consciousness are due to the Supreme Person. Even dream 

consciousness is a proof of the existence of the self. 

                                No one ever goes beyond it: cf. Eckhart: ‘on reaching God all progress ends.’) 

Source: Kathopanishad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
            The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) is a statutory body established by 
an Act of Parliament, viz. The Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 (Act No.XXXVIII of 1949) 
for regulating the profession of Chartered Accountancy in the country. The Institute, 
functions under the administrative control of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 
Government of India. The ICAI is the second largest professional body of Chartered 
Accountants in the world, with a strong tradition of service to the Indian economy in public 
interest. 
 
The affairs of the ICAI are managed by a Council in accordance with the provisions of the 
Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 and the Chartered Accountants Regulations, 1988. The 
Council constitutes of 40 members of whom 32 are elected by the Chartered Accountants 
and remaining 8 are nominated by the Central Government generally representing the 
Comptroller and AuditorGeneral of India, Securities and Exchange Board of India, 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Finance and other stakeholders. 
 
Over a period of time the ICAI has achieved recognition as a premier accounting body not 
only in the country but also globally, for maintaining high standards in technical, ethical 
areas and for sustaining stringent examination and education standards. Since 1949, the 
profession has grown leaps and bounds in terms of members and student base. 
 
 Regulate the profession of Accountancy 
 Education and Examination of Chartered Accountancy Course 
 Continuing Professional Education of Members 
 Conducting Post Qualification Courses 
 Formulation of Accounting Standards 
 Prescription of Standard Auditing Procedures 
 Laying down Ethical Standards 
 Monitoring Quality through Peer Review 
 Ensuring Standards of performance Members 
 Exercise disciplinary jurisdiction 
 Financial reporting review 
 Input on policy matters to government 

  



 

 

 

 
MANGALURU – SO UNIQUE…. 

Mangalore, officially known as Mangaluru, is the chief port city of  Karnataka – popularly 
called as GATEWAY OF KARNATAKA. This city serves as the administrative 
headquarters of the south-west district of Karnataka called Dakshina Kannada and is 
bound by the mountain ranges of Western Ghat and the Arabian Sea on all sides. With 
Arabian Sea to the West and the Western Ghats to the East, this Coastal Strip is a land of 
rivers, backwaters, beaches, green hills and warm hearted people called Tuluvas. 

MANGALORE – HISTORY….. 

Mangalore developed as a port in the Arabian Sea during ancient times and became 
a major port of India. This port handles 75 per cent of India's coffee and cashew exports.  
The port is used as a staging point for sea traffic along the Malabar Coast. Mangaluru 
possesses a very rich and glorious history. Mangalore was named after the 
deity Mangaladevi, the presiding deity of the Mangaladevi temple. This coastal city was 
ruled by several major powers, including the Kadambas, Alupas, Vijayanagar 
Empire, Keladi Nayaks and the Portuguese. European influence in Mangalore can be 
traced back to 1498, when the Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama landed at St Mary's 
Islands near Mangalore. In the 16th century, the Portuguese came to acquire substantial 
commercial interests in Canara. Krishnadevaraya (1509–1529), the then ruler of the 
Vijaynagara empire maintained friendly relations with the Portuguese.  The city was a 
source of contention between the British and the Mysore rulers, Hyder Ali and Tipu 
Sultan. Eventually annexed by the British in 1799, Mangalore remained part of the Madras 
Presidency until India's independence in 1947. The city was unified with the state 
of Mysore (now called Karnataka) in 1956 

MANGALURU – NATURE AT ITS BEST…… 

Mangalore has a tropical monsoon climate and is under the direct influence of the Arabian 

Sea branch of the southwest monsoon. Mangalore receives about 150’ of rainfall in a year, 

of which about 60% of rainfall is in the months of June and July. The beauty of Mangaluru 

monsoon is beyond words to explain. In these months the sun rarely shows up out of the 

dense clouds, rains rarely stop showering, rivers will be  

swollen with gushing waters. The view of the estuaries and beaches of Mangalore are a 

cynosure to the eyes of the tourists who visit Mangalore to enjoy the beauty of Mosoons 

and Nature. 

 

 

 

 
 



 

MANGALURU – PEOPLE FRIENDLY AND A CULTURAL HUB….. 

Tourists love this place for its lush green parks, pristine lakes, warm beaches, sea food and 
much more. Mangaluru is widely popular throughout the world for its hospitality and is 
considered to be a landscape of luxurious green fields, enchanting forests and palm-fringed 
beaches. It renders a very relaxed and pleasant atmosphere to the people who think of 
spending their time here. The spicy sea food available is the best thing one can have on his 
or her stay in Mangaluru.  

The culture, people and festivals of Mangaluru are considered to be the most integral part 
of the city. The culture of Mangaluru is also exposed in flourishing industries, the beaches 
that are sun-kissed and the exquisite temples of the city. Mangaluru is truly a multicultural 
city and the same is also highlighted through its handicrafts, dance forms, cuisines, rural 
sports and festivals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many classical dance forms and folk art are practised in the city. The Yakshagana, a night-
long dance and drama performance, is held in Mangalore and its 
neighbourhood while Pilivesha (tiger dance), Bhoothada Kola,  folk dances are unique 
cultural heritage practices of Tulunadu. 

Coastal Karnataka is the educational hub of the country, offering diversified learning 
opportunities.  

Mangalore is cradle of Banking in the country. Five Major Banks were founded in 
Mangalore.  

There is absolutely no doubt in the fact that Mangaluru ranks amongst some of the rapidly 
developing cities throughout India. Many domestic as well as Multi-National corporations 
have opened their centres in Mangaluru. Some of the world’s leading IT companies have 
located their offices in Mangaluru creating huge scope of employment and even 
investment for the people of this city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MANGALURU …TOURIST’S DELIGHT…….  

The city can be accessed by all the four modes of transport i.e., air, sea, train and road. 

Mangaluru is a very beautiful place and at the same time it can also be said that it is a city 

that boasts of different culture and different people. There are a lot of temples, churches 

and mosques that speak about the cultural diversity of the city. These temples, churches 

and mosques are worth paying a visit because of their beauty and also because of the 

structure they possess. A quick drive through drizzling monsoon on the winding roads of  

Evergreen western ghats will lead you to renown places of worship as well as Nature 

Delights like Beaches, Rivers, Lakes and waterparks. People like to visit unique places of 

worship in this area, like Kadri, Mangaladevi, Kudroli, Carstreet, Kateel, St Aloysius 

Chapel, UllalDarga, Udupi, Dharmastala, Karkala, Kollur, Sringeri etc.,. The Shreemanti 

Bai Memorial Government Museum in Bejai is a beautiful heritage museum located in the 

heart of Mangalore. Popular beaches like Tannirbavi, Suratkal, Panambur, Ullal, and 

Sasihitlu are easily accessible from the City. Agumbe, Maravante, Kalasa and Pilikula  are  

must visit spots for nature lovers. Families love to spend time at  Pilikula area  which has 

water park,theme park, heritage village, science centre, observatory, boating area, lake, zoo 

and Kadri Park is known for the evening Lazer show. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

March of Mangaluru Branch  
-CA B Chandrakanth Rao 

 

 

 

 

 
 

संग ंसंवद ंसंवोमनांिसजानता ेवाभागंयथापूवस ानानाउपासते॥ 
समनीवआकूितःसमाना ्दयािनवःसमानम ुवोमनोयथावःसुसहासित॥ 

 
 
 (May you move in harmony, speak in one voice; let your minds be in agreement; just as 
the ancient gods shared their portion of sacrifice. May our purpose be the same; may we 
all be of one mind. In order for such unity to form I offer a common prayer. May our 
intentions and aspirations be alike, so that a common objective unifies us all. 
(SangathanSookta-Prayer for unity- RigVeda) 

 

When the founding pioneers conceived the idea of bringing together the chartered 

accountant fraternity of Karavali Karnataka, and gave shape to the organization called 

Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI, they would not have visualized the growth and spread 

of the organization to what it is this day. This is quite common in the case of all successful 

organisations which have had a steady growth in synchronization with the needs of its 

constituents. Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI is no exception to this phenomenon. When 

the constituents think and speak in harmony, their common objectives build an indelible 

bond leading the congregation towards sustained success.  

The words that follow are an attempt to capture the nuances of the success saga of this 

great organization – the March of Mangalore Branch of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of India in the path of professional excellence. 

Mangalore, in the 1970s was by and large, still a municipality, basking under the glory of 

being a birthplace of pioneer financial enterprises like banks and insurance companies, and 

with economy centered around tiles, areca and fisheries. The town was also home for 

 quality education which produced a steady flow of educated and technically trained youth 

who exported themselves to other parts of the country and abroad. The strong financial 

and business background of the communities in the region also nurtured the growth of the 



 

finest of professions in the financial sector – Chartered Accountancy. As the number of 

students taking the examinations under the tutelage of the handful of veteran chartered 

accountants in Mangalore and Udupi steadily grew, the seniors in the profession thought 

it fit to provide an examination centre for the CA students in Mangalore. This need of the 

students was at the root of the formation of the Branch in Mangalore. 

 The Branch was born in the year 1971. The initiatives of the members like Sri K N Basri, 

Chairman of Karnataka Bank, Sri N N Pai, Chairman of Corporation Bank, veteran 

members in practice like Sri K Babu Rao, Sri C P Verghese, Sri L C Rodrigues and Sri V M 

Shetty laid the foundation of the organization. Mangalore got its chartered accountant 

examination centre at the St Aloysius College, which has continued to be one of the finest 

examination centres to this day. 

 Seniors in the profession do not recollect many events of member congregations in the 

initial years. Cent per cent scrutiny of all tax returns with long hours in the income tax 

offices and late evening office sessions did not give much time for these veterans to meet 

for professional education sessions. The branch began operations in the first floor of Udaya 

Printery Building – a one room wooden floored rented premises at Kodialbail, big enough 

to conduct the occasional evening study circle meetings of members and students. The 

premises got its first part time librarian cum office staff in Mr M C Shetty, who operated 

the premises from 5 to 7 pm mainly for supply of student registration and article transfer 

forms, examination forms and institute publications. Sri Prakash Basri, who practiced in 

the neighbouring BGM Fine Arts Building, lent administrative support during day hours 

and came to have a long association with the Branch as Office Bearer till it moved on to its 

new own premises during his year of Chairmanship. 

 One significant event that the Branch witnessed in the initial years was the election of one 

of its senior members, Sri A Raghavendra Rao, as Council Member to the Southern India 

Regional Council– a landmark event which has not yet been repeated thereafter. The 

member and student friendly initiatives like study circle meetings, coaching classes and 

public events like felicitation to Sri P A Nair, President of ICAI and other dignitaries 

gathered momentum under the leadership of  Sri S. S. Kamath. Handwritten postcards 

inviting members to study circle meetings brought in members for animated professional 

discussions centered around tax laws. Regulars like Sri S. S. Kamath,  Sri M. R. Kamath, Sri 

B. B. Shanbhogue, Sri Ganesh Shenoy, Sri A Krishnamoorthi and other seniors made the 

evening hour discussions quite interesting, and in turn, inspiring to the younger members 

present. Under the leadership of Sri A. S. Kadambar, Mangalore Branch witnessed new 

initiatives in professional learning in the form of full day seminars at Hotel Manjarun 

featuring guest speakers visiting from other metro cities and cyclostyled background material 

being provided to delegates.  

Continual Professional Education concept had yet to set in when Seminars, Workshops and 

study circles began to be conducted with member and student attendance ensured mainly 



 

on account of personal persuasion by office bearers. The need to have larger premises to 

house member and student activities and library was increasingly being felt.  The Building 

Committee under the chairmanship of  Sri N A Kudva,  went about the task in meticulous 

precision due to the spontaneous financial  

support of members and of encouragement of Sri B P Rao, son of the soil and then Vice 

President of ICAI. An agreement was entered to acquire 2814 sq ft ready built premises  at 

Mahendra Arcade at Rs 525 per sq ft. Between June 1994, when Agreement was entered 

into and December 1994, when the registration of the document was executed, enthusiastic 

responses from members and well-wishers poured in, notably  from Sri A. Suresh Rao and 

Sri Sriramulu Naidu who mobilized more than Rs 7 lakhs,  Sri B. B. Shanbhogue, Sri Nitin 

Shetty, Sri Prakash Basri and corporate houses like Bharath Beedies, PVS Beedies, Canara 

Workshop Ltd and Prakash Beedies who contributed substantially to raise around Rs 14 

lakhs. The ICAI grant of Rs 1.50 lakhs and  Bridge Loan  of Rs 3 lakhs made up for the total 

acquisition cost of Rs 19 lakhs. The new own premises was inaugurated by ICAI President 

Sri B P Rao on 4th January, 1995. The years that followed under the Chairmanship of Sri K 

Prakash Basri saw a number of Seminars, Study Circle meetings and joint programs with 

other professional and trade bodies being held in regular intervals and the Branch won 

Most SIRC Commended Performance Award and SIRC Active Branch Award for 1994 and 

1997 respectively.  

 

The new Premises also attracted new members to take up responsibilities in the Committee 

and the convention of having the Chairman’s term for one year and of office-bearers taking 

up all responsibilities in the Committee each year was initiated by Chairman of 1997-98, 

Sri Srinivas S Kamath. He became the youngest Chairman on that date to welcome Sri 

Rahul Roy, the youngest President of ICAI who participated in a memorable get-together 

for inaugurating the ICAI Golden Jubilee Celebration Year and for felicitating Senior 

Members, Past Chairmen and Rank Holders.  

 

As technology started picking pace, training in computer skills to members, telecast of ICAI 

programs via satellite and other technology initiatives gathered momentum under the 

chairmanship of Sri Vaman Kamath. Branch Newsletter ‘Chinthana’ was printed at regular 

intervals. 

 

In 2000-01, the Committee under the leadership of Sri B. Chandrakanth Rao facilitated the 

furnishing of the Umanath Rao Auditorium, the Board Room Library as well as the first 

Computer Lab at the Branch Premises with capital grants from ICAI. The CPE Seminars 

at neighbouring towns like Madikeri, Kasaragod and Udupi led to spread of CPE learning 

initiatives and eventually birth of Udupi Branch of ICAI. Sri Kiran Vasant as Chairman in 

2001-02, spurred the student activities under SICASA banner as well as brought out the 



 

Branch Newsletter on a regular basis. As momentum of student services began to pick up, 

the year 2002-03, under the leadership of Sri A K Ranganath Shenoy, witnessed 

commencement of accredited classes for students and launch of Information Systems Audit 

classes and examinations for members. 

 

The scale and size of branch programs got elevated to newer heights in 2003-04 due to 

innovative initiatives of the committee under the stewardship of Sri M Narasimhadas Pai. 

The Branch hosted its first ever mega Two day National Seminar which became a precursor 

to similar such bi-annual events in the years to follow. The increased emphasis to CPE 

Credits and steady increase of student population in the branch led to upgradation of 

branch infrastructure, refurbishing of library, appointment of Ms. Pramila as full time 

office-in-charge and such other developments. The year 2004-05 under the leadership of 

Sri Rudolph Rodrigues continued the tradition of conducting chain seminars for students, 

career counselling in colleges, the Members Day gala get-togethers and cricket events with 

the Income Tax Department. The highly successful National Seminar celebrated not only 

professional learning among members but also the creative talent in the CA family 

members and bonded the CA families of the branch in a unique manner under the 

leadership of Sri Nitin Shetty. The Branch was recognised with the first Best Branch Award 

at national level in 2005-06. Padmashri T N Manoharan, the mentor of Mangalore Branch 

activities visited the Branch in 2006 as President of ICAI. He also, during 2006-07, convened 

the Central Council Meeting in this City, a unique honour to the branch. That year, under 

the leadership of Sri Praveen Shetty, a delegation of Chartered Accountants made the first 

ever overseas study tour to Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Sri Giridhar Kamath, a pioneer in non-

traditional learning, took the members and students to discover new dimensions of 

learning through nature treks, training sessions in soft skills, visits to shelter homes besides 

organising a successful National Seminar and Ganesh Shenoy Memorial Public Lecture 

program on Taxation. The Branch got its new website under the initiative of Sri Bharath 

Shanbhogue during the year 2008-09.  

 

The Branch Premises at Mahendra Arcade got a complete make-over with capital grants of 

ICAI under the leadership of Sri Naveen N and President Sri Utham Prakash Agarwal  

inaugurated the facility on 19-1-2009.The Diamond Jubilee Celebrations of ICAI was held 

at the new premises that marked felicitations to members in profession over 30 years. The 

branch once again conducted a highly successful two day National Seminar on Direct Taxes 

and at the same time, took the members focus to newer IT areas like international taxation, 

information systems audit under the leadership of Sri S Srinivas Kamath in 2010-11. An 

energetic band of chartered accountants and communication experts teamed up under the 

leadership of CA M N Pai and began soft skill training to students and in  due course this 

student friendly initiative got institutionalised as the widely acclaimed General 

Management and Softskills Course for CA Students. 



 

 

Branch continued its saga of conducting a variety of Seminars, Workshops and Certificate 

courses benefiting the members and students alike in the two years of 2011-12 and 2012-13 

under the leadership of Sri Chandramohan and Sri Muralimohan respectively, and these 

activities brought the Most Commended Performance Award of SIRC to the Branch for 

these consecutive years.  

During these years, while the Branch had metamorphosed into a beehive of activity 

involving members and students in like measure, the perception among members gathered 

momentum to have a modern building premises equipped with facilities to take them to 

the new frontiers of professional excellence. The new Building Committee constituted 

under the leadership of Sri Nitin J Shetty and the managing committees under the 

leadership of Sri Chandramohan, Sri Muralimohan and Sri Jagannath Kamath over the 

consequent three years toiled and left no stone unturned to give a facility par excellence to 

meet the present and future needs of the members and students. The Central Leadership 

of ICAI also, notably Presidents Sri G Ramaswamy, Sri K Raghu, in response to the 

persuasive follow up of the Building Committee Team, rose to the occasion in an 

exemplary manner to ensure that funds in good measure and the best of facilities were 

provided at the new facility. ‘ICAI Bhawan’ at Padil was inaugurated on 16th February, 

2014. The Branch got the Highly Commended Performance Certificate of Appreciation 

from ICAI Delhi during this year  under the leadership of CA Jagannath Kamath. 

2014 was yet another landmark year as the Branch attained the Mega Branch status with 

531 members and gave to itself its first ever Lady Chairperson in CA Shyamala Shenoy. 

While staff strength rose to 7 members, the fund raising process for the Building Project 

was completed. The land at Padil was purchased for a cost of Rs 1.24 crores funded out of 

ICAI Grant of Rs 1.15 crores and the State of the Art Building together with interiors, 

Elevator, Air-conditioning, Acoustics, Computer Lab facilities comprised of Auditorium, 

Class Rooms, Library, Administrative Halls etc., was completed at a cost of Rs  3.62 crores 

funded out of ICAI Grants of Rs 2.36 crores and balance out of Branch surplus and 

Donations from Members.  

The Teams under the successive leaderships of CA Shivkumar, CA Keshav Ballakuraya, 

CA Bhargav Tantri and CA Shivanand Pai, started functioning like a Relay Team Quartet, 

making the ICAI Bhawan as the focal point of Member and Student Centric Activities.  

Apart from the largely successful CPE Seminars and Workshops for members in Practice 

and in Industry, a number of Certificate Courses for members, Residential Seminars for 

Members and Students, Women and Young Member empowerment initiatives, Webcasts, 

Orientation, Management Skills and Information Technology Courses for Students, Mock 



 

Tests and Crash Courses for Examination Aspirants were conducted regularly at the 

Branch in these years. Programs of general interest like Members Day Gala, Outdoor and 

Indoor Sports Events, Cricket Tournaments with Tax Department Teams, Blood Donation 

Camps, Yoga Seminars, Walkathons and Swacch Bharath Programs also began to be 

conducted in regular intervals. Branch was honoured during these successive years with 

the Best Branch Award under Medium Size Branch Category in SIRC during the leadership 

of CA Shivakumar, CA Keshav Ballakuraya and CA Shivananda Pai respectively and Best 

Branch of SICASA under the leadership of CA Bhargav Tantri and CA Subramanya 

Kamath. 

The Mangalore Branch has made its foray into cyberspace and has leveraged the new age 

IT powered media in a big way under the initiative of CA K Ananthapadmanabha. The 

Branch has been reaching to members and students through its website, youtube channel, 

Facebook page, Whatsapp and Instagram Accounts and of late has successfully been 

hosting Webinars as a positive corollary to the COVID Effect. 

Successive Members National Conferences like Jnana Deevige, Parva, Kshamatha, 

Swadhyaya and Avirath and Student Conferences like Jnana Sathra, Lakshya, Aarohan, 

Widwath and Shaikshya were well received by Members, Students and General Public for 

their conception, content and arrangement in state of the art venues of the City. These 

events have also brought the CA Families together under the CA Parivar banner to 

showcase their in-house talent through widely acclaimed cultural performances on themes 

like National Integration, Yakshagana and Tulunadu Culture and so on.  

The Branch through its Member and Student centric activities, has grown into a model 

Branch centered around the Padil ICAI Bhawan – the ‘Modern Temple of Learning’. 

The members and students of Mangalore Branch look back at the milestones of their 

success march and take pride in their Saga of professional excellence pursuits over these 

years. The Branch is in its Fiftieth Year and in this Golden Hour the members and students 

are excited in anticipation about the good forebodings coming their way. Members and 

students of Mangalore Branch say today and always: ‘Let Noble Thoughts come to us from 

all sides’. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * *  

 

(Editors Note: This Article is composed as a pleasant memoir  of the saga of Mangalore 

Branch over the years and does not hold itself to be an official comprehensive historical 

document to chronicle its achievements. Author seeks indulgence of readers that Errors 

and omissions/commissions may be benevolently overlooked) 



 

SOME OF THE MAJOR AWARDS WON BY MANGALORE BRANCH OF SIRC OF ICAI 

OVER THE YEARS 

 1994 – Most Commended Performance Award in the Southern Region –SIRC of 

ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA K Prakash Basri 

 1997 – The Active Branch of Regional Council – Less than 500 category – SIRC of 

ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA K Prakash Basri 

 2005 – The Best Branch of Regional Council– Medium Size Branches Category - 

National Level award by ICAI New Delhi – under the leadership of CA Nitin J 

Shetty 

 2011 – Most Commended Performance Award in the Southern Region –SIRC of 

ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA Chandramohan K Y 

 2012 – Most Commended Performance Award in the Southern Region –SIRC of 

ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA Muralimohan 

 2013 –Highly commended performance Certificate of Appreciation –by  ICAI – 

under the Chairmanship of CA Jagannath Kamath M  

 2015 – The Best Branch of Regional Council – Medium Size Branches Category – 

Regional Level –SIRC of ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA Shivakumar K 

 2016 – Best Branch of Regional Council - Medium size Branches Category – 

Regional Level – SIRC of ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA Keshava 

Ballakuraya 

 2017 – Best Branch of SICASA Medium Size Branches Category – under the 

Chairmanship of CA Bhargava Tantri and SICASA Chairmanship of CA 

K.Subramanya Kamath  

 2018 – Best Branch of Regional Council - Medium size Branches Category – 

Regional Level – SIRC of ICAI – under the Chairmanship of CA Shivananda Pai 

K 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Golden Jubilee Year Celebration 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Established: 18th August 1971 

Mangaluru Branch is all set to enter its 50th year of existence & we are excited to celebrate 

the Golden Jubilee this year on 18th August. Our branch has made tremendous progress & 

is reckoned as one of the most active branches of ICAI having bagged the Best Branch 

recognition twice on All India basis & regularly bagging the SIRC Award. We are really 

fortunate to have an ICAI Bhawan which has state-of-the-art facilities & one of the best in 

the country. Our branch has allegiance of over 700 members & 3,700 students at present, 

who have consistently brought laurels to the branch by securing ranks in all exams of our 

course. 

  

This year we had an Action Plan in tune with the celebration of Golden Jubilee year, but 

things have gone beyond anybody’s control & at present due to the ongoing distressful 

times because of COVID, the best we can organise for our members is in the form of Virtual 

CPE Meeting & the same is regularly conducted. As we are inching closer to the most 

awaited day of the year for us Members of the Mangaluru Branch, we do not wish to be 

hampered by the pandemic & proceed with the celebrations as desired but through the 

virtual mode. 

  

As we step into the landmark year & enter a new page in the history of the branch, the 

Managing Committee intend to organise a two-day program as part of celebrations as well 

as professional upgradation. We also wish to involve Udupi Branch & Shivamogga 

Chapter who are very close to our branch & have a history of being with us in the past. 
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CA Atul Kumar Gupta 
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CA Nihar Niranjan Jambusaria 

Vice President 

 

 

 



 

Central Council Members from Southern 
Region  2019-2022 

 
 

 

 

 
 

      CA Babu Abraham Kallivayalil                                                   CA Dayaniwas Sharma 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

         CA Prasanna Kumar D                             CA Rajendra Kumar P 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         CA Sekar G          CA Vijay Kumar M P 
 
 



 

Office Bearers & Members of  
SIRC of ICAI  2020-2021 

   

 

 
 
 

 CA Dungar  Chand U Jain                                         
      Chairman -SIRC of ICAI   
 

 

 

 

 
 
  CA Jalapathi K                               Dr. CA Abhishek Murali                   CA Geetha A B 
Vice Chairman -SIRC of ICAI                      Secretary -SIRC of ICAI                         Treasurer -SIRC of ICAI 
 

 
 

 

 

 

CA Chengal Reddy Ramireddygari       CA China MasthanTalakayala         CA Jomon K George            CA Naresh Chandra Gelli 
         Member -SIRC of ICAI        Member -SIRC of ICAI               Member -SIRC of ICAI            Member -SIRC of ICAI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CA Pampanna B E                        CA Pannaraj S          CA Revathi S Raghunathan         CA Sundararajan R  
   Member -SIRC of ICAI     Member -SIRC of ICAI        Member -SIRC of ICAI     Member -SIRC of ICAI 

 

 

 



 

MANAGING COMMITTEE 
MANGALURU BRANCH OF      

SIRC OF ICAI 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

           CA S S Nayak                                        CA K Subramanya Kamath               CA Abdur Rehman Musba 

              Chairman                                                          Vice-Chairman                                          Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   CA Prasanna Shenoy M                                CA Gautham Nayak M                             CA Gautham Pai D 

           Treasurer                                                      SICASA-Chairman                                           Member 
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MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT, ICAI 
CA. Atul Kumar Gupta 
President, ICAI 

 

It is a matter of immense pleasure that the Mangalore branch of 

Southern India Regional Council (SIRC) of ICAI is entering into 50th 

year of its formation and occasion is celebrated as Golden Jubilee 

Foundation Day. I extend my best wishes to the entire branch 

managing committee team, past chairmen and managing committee members, and all the 

members and students whose efforts have made the branch a very vibrant one. It is indeed a 

momentous occasion and great milestone to achieve in the service to the society. 

The Accountancy profession is undergoing a paradigm shift. The Chartered Accountancy 

profession has emerged stronger with testing times and this has empowered the 

professionals to face the new world with more confidence and expertise, so that not only the 

opportunities are explored to the fullest, but at the same time withstand the changes of ever 

dynamic economic and regulatory scenario. 

In the present challenging times, when the world is facing an unprecedented challenge in the 

form of Covid-19 pandemic, we as a profession need to come out stronger to be a role model 

in society and to contribute towards the revival of Indian economy. Every challenging 

circumstance which presents disorder is in fact is the best occasion to learn more and fear less. 

Our members need to realign themselves and innovate to face the emerging realities to 

maintain the competitive edge achieved by the profession over a period of more than seven 

decades. 

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) has always ensured the growth of the 

profession amidst the business, economic and social diversities present in the global 

environment with knowledge sharing and capacity building activities in varied fields 

including accounting, legislative procedures & compliances. In these difficult times of global 

pandemic, the Institute is constantly striving to disseminate up to date knowledge and 

awareness amongst its members and other stakeholders by way of conducting webinars and 

bringing out e-newsletters on various pertinent topics. I am glad that all the branches of ICAI 

are playing a dynamic role for the members of the ICAI in enhancing their skills and 

professional knowledge in these unprecedented times.  

My best wishes to the Mangalore branch for all its future endeavours and once again heartiest 

congratulations for the Golden Jubilee Foundation day! 

CA. Atul Kumar Gupta 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM VICE PRESIDENT, ICAI  
 

CA Nihar N Jambusaria 
Vice President, ICAI 

 

It is heartening to note that Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

has entered the Golden Jubilee Year of its foundation, since 

being set up on 18th August, 1971.It is indeed a momentous 

occasion that marks the milestones achieved by the Branch in 

the way of providing learning and professional opportunities to the members and the 

students in the region. 

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) being the second largest accounting 

body in the world is committed to develop world class competencies amongst the members 

of the profession. ICAI has been taking dedicated steps in this direction through the 

collaborative efforts of all its Branches and Regional Councils across the country. Adjusting 

to the new world economic order after Covid-19, the students and the members belonging 

to the profession need to rise and equip themselves with the necessary skill sets in terms 

of subject knowledge  and profession acumen. 

It is pleasure to note that with an objective to commemorate the occasion of Golden Jubilee 

of its Foundation Day, the Mangaluru Branch of Southern India Regional Council (SIRC) 

of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India is launching an E-Souvenir. I am really 

hopeful that the Mangalore Branch will keep up the good work being done in terms of 

services being provided to the members and initiative undertaken for the students and 

shall contribute actively towards ICAI’s mission and vision. 

I would like to once again congratulate the Branch and members of its managing committee 

since its inception for taking this initiative and wish grand success in all their forthcoming 

endeavours. 

CA Nihar N Jambusaria 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM  

PAST PRESIDENT, ICAI 
CA.B P RAO 

Past President of ICAI-1994-95 
 

I am delighted to know that Mangalore Branch of ICAI is celebrating 
its Golden Jubilee on 18th August 2020. On this occasion I congratulate 
all the members of Mangalore Branch. Many of the members would 
have served in the Managing Committee in different capacities. I salute all the past 
chairmen of the branch and members of managing committee for their leadership in 
bringing up the branch to the glory of professional excellence in all these years. 

Mangalore Brach of ICAI is special to me for more than one reason. First, I belong to South 
Kanara district and I did my graduation from St Aloysius College. Secondly, I passed both 
Intermediate and final examination of our Institute from St Aloysius College examination 
centre in the year November 1974 and May 1976. Thirdly, my membership and COP are 
dated 18th August 1976, the same date the Mangalore Branch came in to existence. 
Fourthly, I was fortunate to inaugurate first building of Mangalore branch in the year 1994 
when I was the President of ICAI.  

The success of any organisation depends upon the quality of its leadership. Mangalore 
Branch had highly enthusiastic and motivated leaders since its establishment in the year 
1970. I know the Members of Mangalore Branch are hard working, highly knowledgeable 
and sincere in their approach. With collective efforts of all the members, the Branch could 
get more than 10 awards since 1994 and this shows the ability of the chairmen and 
committee members of Mangalore branch. I thank all these members who have immensely 
contributed to the growth and success of the Branch. On this occasion I wish all the 
members of the Branch best of luck and good health.   

Your Branch is known for the educational services to the students of our profession. They 
are the future of our profession.   If we nurture them well with good training and better 
study environment, they will be become excellent professionals. I am confident that the 
managing committee of the Mangalore branch will provide excellent facilities by way of 
good library, better study environment and lead them to success in the examination.       

The Managing committee has invited very special knowledgeable and famous 
personalities to celebrate Golden Jubilee of the branch. The Covid19 has provided an 
opportunity for all the members of profession to attend virtually and witness the Golden 
Jubilee celebrations of the branch. On this occasion I convey my personal felicitation to all 
the members of the branch and wish them the best in their professional career. 

CA.B P RAO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM  

PAST PRESIDENT, ICAI 
CA. T N Manoharan. 
President ICAI, 2006-07 

 

Dear Chairman CA. Nayak, 
At the outset let me congratulate Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
for the sustained excellence over the past five decades in serving the profession, members 
and students of ICAI and various stakeholders and public. Celebrating the Golden Jubilee 
founding day on 18th August, 2020 and thereby marking the commencement of the Golden 
Jubilee year is a milestone in the annals of the Branch. 
 
My heartiest congratulations to Mangaluru Branch, Udupi Branch and Shimoga CPE 
Chapter for coming together and organizing a Virtual CPE Meeting on 18th and 19th 
August, 2020 to commemorate this special occasion. Looking at the stature of the 
dignitaries and Resource persons addressing at this virtual program, I am confident that 
this would turn out to be the most cherished event not only for the members of the 
Mangaluru Branch but also for members of the Udupi Branch and Shimoga CPE Chapter 
as they were part of the Mangaluru Branch earlier.  
 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI has been functioning efficiently thereby advancing the 
cause of the profession. The Branch has been successfully hosting mega conferences for 
members periodically. The Branch has also been conducting educative programs and 
classes for the benefit of the students pursuing CA curriculum. I recall with pride the 
dedicated services of the Past Chairmen and other senior members who enabled the Branch 
to grow from strength to strength.  
 
With fond memories I recall the several programs hosted by the Mangaluru Branch in 
which I participated as a resource person. I must place on record with gratitude to the 
Mangaluru Branch members in general and CA. Praveen Shetty, then Chairman and his 
team in particular, for hosting the outstation Council meeting during my tenure as the 
President of ICAI during 2006.   Special mention needs to be made to the Udupi Branch for 
their kind hospitality during our visit to Udupi at that point in time. I am fortunate to have 
been the beneficiary of the abundant affection of the members of the Mangaluru Branch, 
Udupi Branch and Shimoga CPE Chapter. 
 
I take this opportunity to wish you and your team of office bearers and managing 
committee members all the very best in your endeavors and more specifically for the 
yearlong celebrations of the Golden Jubilee. I wish the Branch to grow from strength to 
strength and to continue to excel in serving the Members and Students. I’m confident that 
the Virtual CPE Meeting would prove to be an enriching and memorable experience for 
the members. 
 
 
CA. T N Manoharan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM 

PAST PRESIDENT, ICAI 
 

CA. R. Balakrishnan 

Past President ICAI – 1986-87 

 

          

Dear Nayak, 

I am happy to note that the Mangalore Branch of S.I.R.C of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 

of India is celebrating the GOLDEN JUBILEE FOUNDING DAY OF THE MANGALORE BRANCH 

on the 18th August 2020 and 19th August 2020. 

I am aware of the rich contribution of the branch for the development of the profession and to 

enhance the activities of the members and students from that Region. 

I am happy that 2 days of events are organised on 18th and 19th August 2020 with the participation 

of eminent personalities of the profession and topics of professional development and of 

importance are to be discussed by eminent speakers. 

I congratulate you and the committee and organisers on conducting this event virtually during this 

testing period in the whole country without missing a great remembrance day of the branch in the 

50th year. 

Congratulations to all of you in Mangalore Branch, Udupi Branch and Shimoga CPE Chapter and 

WISH THE FUNCTION AND EVENT ALL SUCCESS. 

 

CA R.BALAKRISHNNAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM CENTRAL COUNCIL 
MEMBERS  

CA. G Sekar,  
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 
Chairman          
“ICAI Bhawan” 
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board        
New Delhi 
           
 Dear Sir, 
  
Greetings! 

 
It is most gratifying to learn that the Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI is commemorating the 
commencement of 50 years of formation of the Branch in a befitting manner on 18th and 19th August 2020.  
A very good beginning for the celebration with our beloved President inaugurating the occasion in the 
gracious presence of our beloved Vice-President. 
 
I compliment the entire team of Managing Committee of the Branch and other organizers for making the 
event more meaningful and lively having lined up the inaugural session of the Golden Jubilee Celebrations 
with the virtual CPE Meeting on most important and contemporary subjects of professional interest inviting 
luminaries from our accounting and auditing profession to share their expertise on 18th and 19th August 2020. 
 
It is a very creditable and most worthy performance that the Mangalore Branch has been rendering to their 
members and students in particular and to the accounting and auditing profession in general over the last 50 
years of its presence. It is therefore the most befitting occasion for the Branch to celebrate the Golden Jubilee 
Year of the Branch in grand manner. I am equally happy that the Mangalore Branch is celebrating this 
memorable occasion along with the Udupi Branch of SIRC and Shimoga CPE Chapter of SIRC. I am sure the 
Branch will, during the year of celebrations, organize numerous, variety and unique programmes once 
normalcy is fully restored in a much more grand and impressive scale and add value in building up the 
image of the profession. 
 
I also offer my appreciations to the founders of the Mangalore Branch and their successors for laying a strong 
foundation on which the present team is following their legacy in an admirable manner.  The outstanding 
performance of your Branch has also been recognized by ICAI and the Branch has been adjudged as one of 
the vibrant Branches on many occasions. 
 
The zeal and enthusiasm with which the organizers are celebrating the occasion even under the trying 
circumstances amid the COVID pandemic deserves accolades.  On this occasion I convey my heartiest 
greetings and congratulations to all the members of the Mangalore Branch and wish them all success in their 
professional career.  I am sure the Branch will scale newer heights and reach the pinnacle of glory in the years 
ahead with the active support of the members as they are always known for extending to the Branch. 
 
I wish the Golden Jubilee Celebrations and the year-long celebrations to follow a remarkable and resounding 
success.   
 
Regards, 

 
CA. G Sekar 
 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CENTRAL 
COUNCIL MEMBERS 

CA Vijay Kumar M P  

Central Council Member 

 

 
Hearty congratulations to the members of - Mangaluru, Udupi and Shimoga towns on the occasion 
of the golden jubilee of the founding day of Mangaluru Branch of ICAI.   All of us are happy that, 
in this half-a-century, the journey of the Branch has been exceptionally good, with membership 
strength touching 700 and student strength crossing 3500. Also, the contribution of intellectuals 
from Mangaluru Chapter towards growth of the profession has been immense.  
 
I am delighted that this occasion has been converted into an opportunity to have an update on 
issues of current-day relevance, e.g., New Avenues available for CAs, and Future of the Profession 
and CA firms.  I am positive that the discussions will focus on the quality of professional work, on 
filling the expectations gap, and imparting training to new members. 
 
The challenges faced by the audit profession are on the upswing. Complexity in audit function is 
glaring.   Technical excellence and skill-set requirements are also becoming sharp and acutely 
sensitive. There is a need for attest functionaries to be better equipped in many areas relating to 
audit.  These include cyber-security Issues, Information Systems audit, forensic audit etc., and 
keeping abreast of ever changing economic environment.  This need is more real than apparent.   
Let us make concerted efforts at facing this successfully. 
 
May this Golden Jubilee occasion mark the day of pledge for bringing about a visible and admirably 
positive change in knowledge and skill-sets of all professionals, who can reach and retain the 
highest standards of professional ethics that constitutes the foundation of the profession. 
 
I share with you what our Founder President Late Sri G P Kapadia, once said.  He said “The 
Chartered Accountant is a person on whom every member of the society could rely and rely 
strongly. His certificate would be one by way of a seal and a hall mark of which would inspire 
confidence in the minds of all concerned as certificates by a person fully competent and holding a 
charter from the Supreme Legislature of the country for the purpose.” These words are 
unquestionably pertinent even today.  
 
I wish the Golden Jubilee function success.  I also extend my felicitations to  each member of the 
Managing committee of the Mangalore Chapter led by CA S S Nayak, ably supported by the 
leadership of Udipi Branch and Shimoga CPE Chapter  on the efforts that would make this function 
a grand success.  
 
 
 CA Vijay Kumar M P  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CENTRAL COUNCIL 
MEMBERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       CA. Rajendra Kumar P 

    Central Council Member 

 

Dear CA. S S Nayak, 

Greetings. It is a matter of great pride to note that the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

is celebrating Golden Jubilee. From time immemorial Gold has been the standard of purity 

and excellence and in your greatest hour of glory I am glad to pen this message of 

appreciation. The journey towards excellence knows no destination, it is continuous. As 

you complete 50 years it is time to look back at your past with pride, time to express 

gratitude to all those who have been a part of the branch, recognise those who have 

contributed their time and treasure. On this important occasion i wish each and every 

member of the branch to attain professional excellence and add value to the branch so that 

the journey towards the next 50 is replete with achievements.  

CA. Rajendra Kumar P 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SIRC CHAIRMAN MESSAGE 
CA DUNGAR CHAND U JAIN  

                                     Chairman, SIRC of ICAI 

My heartiest congratulations to all members of the Mangaluru 
Branch of SIRC of ICAI on the occasion of its Golden Jubilee 
Founding Day Celebration.   
Our Chartered Accountancy Profession has been rightly 
recognized a Partner in Nation Building due to its seven 
decade long contribution for the macro and micro economic 
development of the Nation.  The contribution of the ICAI 
organs like the Mangaluru Branch in maintaining the core 
competencies of our members in this part of the country is 
greatly admirable apart from its contribution in grooming 
students community over these years, 

 

Since the formation of the Branch in 1971, many members of our Institute of Mangaluru, 
either as members of Branch Managing Committee or otherwise have laid a strong 
foundation for the Branch.  They have also left behind them a mission and vision - for the 
Branch for their successors to follow - who have ably taken them forward to keep the 
activities of the Branch dynamic and the Flag of the Institute high by their continued and 
selfless service to the profession and CA students fraternity at large. It is through the 
performance that they have exhibited that the Branch received many awards and 
recognition from ICAI and SIRC.  

I congratulate the Chairman CA. ShantharamaNayak and his team under 
whoseChairmanship theMangaluru Branch is entering Golden Jubilee Year. 

In a befitting manner on this grand occasion I am glad to know the Mangaluru Branch is 
organising a Two Day Virtual CPE Programme on 18th and 19th August 2020 focusing on 
contemporary topics and to be addressed by renowned resource persons. 

I hope that the members attending this programmewould gain the knowledge from the 
learned resource persons who are academically and technically proficient professionals 
with noteworthy practical exposure in their respective fields. 

On behalf of SIRC of ICAI I extend a warm welcome to the dignitaries who are consented 
to grace the inaugural function of this Golden Jubilee celebrations and the Virtual CPE 
Programme, 

With best wishes 

CA. DUNGAR CHAND U JAIN  
Chairman, SIRC of ICAI  

 

                                 

 
 



 

SIRC SECRETARY MESSAGE 
 

Dr.CA. ABHISHEK MURALI 
Secretary, SIRC of ICAI 

It gives me immense pleasure to know that the Mangaluru 
Branch of SIRC of ICAI is celebrating a memorable milestone, its 
Golden Jubilee Founding Day Celebrations in a grand and fitting 
manner. It is indeed an honour and a privilege to be a part of this  
50th  Founding Day Celebrations as Secretary SIRC of ICAI and as 
a Special Invitee at the Virtual CPE Meeting on 18th and 19th August, 2020 being organized to 
commemorate the occasion together with the Udupi Branch of SIRC of ICAI and the 
Shimoga CPE Chapter of SIRC of ICAI.    
 
We are passing through a tough time with the Corona Virus drastically altering our lives 
and forcing us to adopt digital means of communication. Now the new normal is e meetings, 
e board meetings, webinars, web workshops and the like. It takes an immense determination 
and commitment to continue with CPE Programmes. It is my firm belief that by attending 
such virtual Webinars, Meetings and Conferences relevant to the subjects of practice, we can 
emerge with greater comprehension and knowledge, often loaded with invaluable tips and 
insights that come out of practical experience and which cannot be found in a text book or 
reference manual.  
 
If you focus, prioritize and aim high, I am sure you will achieve your goal easily. I have always 
been enthused by Jacques Chancel’s immortal quote“Better get a stiff neck from aiming too 
high than a hunch back from aiming too low.” After all, it is not the years in your life, but the 
life in your years that counts.With a view to enable the stakeholders to reach newer heights, 
the organizers have meticulously strived hard to organize this Joint 2 day Golden Jubilee 
Virtual meeting.  
 
When the world has shrunk into a global village, it is of imperative importance to update 
oneself on the latest because geography has now become history. The key to success lies in 
having the latest  knowledge at one’s fingertips. Knowledge and comprehension of the new 
issues emerging therein are relevant and important for overall professional growth of learners. 
The technical sessions being addressed by a galaxy of eminent and erudite speakers would be 
useful for participants. I sincerely wish that the Mangaluru Branch once again on its Golden 
Jubilee Founding Day Celebrations and have no doubt that the CPE Meeting will be a fruitful, 
enlightening and educative experience for all the participants.  
 
Wishing each and every one of you a Life, filled with academic fulfillment, prosperity, a 
wonderful career and bliss at home. Stay Home, Stay Safe and Stay Connected. Greetings to 
all the delegates and organizers. 
 

Dr.CA. ABHISHEK MURALI 

 

 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM EX OFFICIO MEMBER OF 
MANGALURU BRANCH  

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
 

                                              CA Geetha A B 
Ex officio Member, Mangaluru Branch and SIRC Treasurer 

 
At the outset, I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations for the Mangaluru Branch of 

our esteemed institute ICAI, on the eve of the Golden Jubilee celebration.  

I would like to acknowledge the efforts of the pioneers of the branch from the likes of the first 

chairman of Mangalore Branch CA K.N. Basri to the dynamic and ever-enthusiastic current 

chairperson CA S.S.Nayak.  The indomitable spirit that the successive committee members 

have been displaying is an inspiration that acts as a catalyst to continue the legacy. 

 As I write this missive, it gives me immense pride and happiness for having been part of this 

branch and the memories make me nostalgic. It has been a delightful journey indeed coupled 

with challenges and achievements. Success may travail in pain and the endurance becomes 

fulfilling when the conceived goals are accomplished. The branch has strived consistently in 

implementing key initiatives to extend better services for both the members and the students. 

It is an undisputed fact that consistency is the key factor of success in any organization and it 

is nothing short of a gargantuan task to sustain the standards set. I was fortunate to witness 

the unwavering commitment by the Mangaluru team to live up to those expectations.  

“Every milestone achieved is a beginning to the unveiling of yet another milestone”. 50 years 

is undoubtedly a journey worth contemplating and cherishing. The onus is now to continue to 

evolve as a premier wing by partnering in the journey of budding professionals to help them 

progress as global leaders. 

I convey my best wishes to all my professional colleagues and dear students for their future 

pursuits. 

CA Geetha A B 

 



 

SIRC PAST CHAIRMAN 
MESSAGE 

CA Cotha S Srinivas  
Past Chairman –SIRC of ICAI 

 
Dear Professional Colleagues, 

  

It’s a proudest moment in the annals of Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI on this 18th day 
of August, 2020 which makes its mark in the history of the branch as its Golden Jubilee 
year of formation.  

The branch which was formed on 18.08.1971 has travelled miles and achieved a great 
success and satisfaction in serving the students, members and stake holders at large.  

Mangaluru Branch is the second largest branch in the state of Karnataka.  

My heartfelt congratulations is due to chairman CA. S S Nayak and managing committee 
members of the branch and to each and every member, student and staff of mangaluru 
branch on this auspicious occasion. 

Personally, it gives me immense pleasure to note the Golden Jubilee achievement of the 
branch as I have worked closely with the branch as an ex-officio member and also on 
several other occasions during the past decade.  

I Congratulate all the past chairmen, past managing committee members and past and 
present staff of the branch who have put in their best efforts to take this branch so far.  

Branch has completed around 17,900 days of its existence. Branch has organized some 
technical sessions to mark this event. 

I wish the branch to strive forward and achieve greater heights in the coming years and 
also wish Golden Jubilee Functions a grand success. 

Regards 

 

CA. Cotha S. Srinivas 

Past Chairman – SIRC of ICAI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SIRC PAST CHAIRMAN MESSAGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CA Dr Vishnu Bharath Alampalli 

Past Chairman –SIRC of ICAI 
 

DEAR NAYAK, 

I wish the function every success, I am sending the GREETINGS to all members of 
Mangalore Branch on this occasion. 

Thank you, 

CA Dr. Vishnu Bharath Alampalli. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM PRESENT CHAIRMAN 
OF THE BRANCH 
CA S S Nayak 
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2020-21 
 

My dear Professional Colleagues, 

Greetings for Golden Jubilee Founding day of Mangaluru Branch. 

““य एषसु ेषुजागित” is always a guiding source of inspiration to entire 
CA fraternity. At the onset, I wish and pray that my message finds 
you all in the best of health even in these trying times. We may be in 
the  
times of physical distancing, but the online bonding is more than ever before. 
During this golden jubilee period, it is my honour to serve as  
the Chairman of Mangalore Branch. At the beginning of this term, we had planned an eventful year, but 
nature and God had different plans. We are happy that, with the high inclusion of technology and 
virtual meetings that have happened in the past six months, the past few months have fared better than 
what we had planned. ‘’We plan ordinary but God plans extraordinary for us.’’ 
 

A peek into the past – 

In this 50th year of our branch, first and foremost I would like to take this opportunity to share the past 
journey of our Mangalore Branch, which today is the second largest branch in our state. 

Beautiful explanation by Swami Vivekananda: 

Explaining the meaning of ‘Association’. He said: 

“The rain drop from the sky: if it is caught in hands, it is pure enough for drinking. If it falls in a 
gutter, its value drops so much that it can’t be used even for washing the feet. If it falls on hot surface, 
it perishes. If it falls on lotus leaf, it shines like a pearl and finally, if it falls on oyster, it becomes a 
pearl. The drop is same, but its existence & worth depend on with whom it associates.” 

We are proud to be associated with people who are good at heart, intellect & vision.  

‘’ Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time. Vision with 
action can change the world.’’ 

Our branch was established exactly on this 49 years ago, that is on August 18, 1971. So today we 
complete 49 years of having been established and enter into the 50th year now. In these last 49 years, 
many of my professional colleagues have steered the branch to medium size Branch with 750 plus CA 
members & 3500 CA students on board. Our branch has seen many outstanding and note worthy events 
that have taken place under the leadership of our esteemed past chairpersons & their esteemed team. I 
am thankful to each and everyone of them for taking forward the Branch to new heights. Their 
achievement is the united efforts of our predecessor chairpersons & the committee for which I express 
my heartfelt gratitude.  

Our branch premises and facilities offered at the branch 

Mangalore Branch  at present owns a spacious campus at ICAI Bhawan Padil with state of the art 340 
seater  capacity auditorium &  also a reading room & ITT lab at ICAI Bhawan, Mahendra Arcade. I 
request all the members & students to make use of the facilities. 

Our branch in its saga of journey from 1971 till date, has outperformed in many categories and received 
numerous honours. I extend my heartfelt thanks to all award winner chairpersons. 



 

‘’िनि ायः मतेना वसितकमणः।अव कालोव ा ासवैप तउ ते॥.’’This VidurNeeti quote states, 
“A Wise person is committed to his Endeavor Beforehand, he does not take long breaks before 
completion of the task, does not waste time, and has a control on his mind.’’ 
 
Today when we enter the 50th year, the branch has many feathers in its cap, and it is our collective duty 
to keep adding to the same. 

I would extend my heartfelt condolences on the sad demise of our tall leader, Role Model, friend, 
philosopher & guide CA S S Kamath, who was one of the most respected, senior most professional 
colleague, past chairman and also one of the founding members of our esteemed branch. We were 
fortunate enough to receive his guidance on many occasions. We pray that the departed soul 
attainsadgati. 

The year 2020-21 
We have begun this year with lots of events that were planned meticulously. We are proud to share that 
we could successfully conduct interaction meetings with Income tax Department, Union Budget by ICAI 
members & general public jointly with Mangalore Productivity Council & many more useful programs. 
Due to the current situation, we have had to take certain detours but our enthusiasm is definitely not 
dampened.  Even though there was lockdown we could knockdown it & make the best use of digital 
platform by conducting 10 webinars & 5 VCMS & also numerous student activities which has 
profusely enhanced the knowledge of members & students. I thank all the resource persons for 
sharing their rich knowledge among our fraternity. I also owe my gratitude to my colleagues in the 
committee & all members & students for supporting in all branch activities without whom there would 
not have been blissful events. 
 
To commemorate the momentous occasion of Golden Jubilee, Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI, is 
organizing virtual CPE meeting  on 18th & 19th August 2020 in association with Udupi Branch of SIRC 
of ICAI &Shimoga CPE  Chapter of SIRC of ICAI.  
The programme will be inaugurated by ICAI National President Sri CA Atul Kumar Gupta and by Vice 
President Sri CA Nihar N Jambusaria.  Eminent and distinguished members of CA fraternity will be 
speaking on contemporary issues in various sessions. CA  Sri T V Mohandas Pai, CA P R Ramesh, CA 
Dr. Girish Ahuja, renowned author, CA Dayaniwas Sharma, CCM will speak on various topics on 
Profession & Taxation. We are also honouring our past chairpersons for their sacrifice & commendable 
contribution to the Branch & society on 18th August. 
Conclusion 
At present, we all are, as a society, going through trying times. But keeping up our positivity and 
motivation is in our hands, I am sure, all of us will emerge more positive and more enthusiastic on the 
other side of this situationbecause Curvy roads make skilful drivers. Every challenge is an opportunity 
& every opportunity should be taken as challenge.  
On this auspicious day of Golden Jubilee, let us celebrate wisdom, education, and let’s promise to 
conquer knowledge with goodness.  Let’s contribute to perform, reform & transform the economy & 
make India feel proud about us. We should work towards the best interest of the nation in keeping with 
true spirit of the principle of ICAI i.e. 'Partner in Nation Building'. 
 ‘There are no such things as limits, there are only milestones.’ 
I also congratulate & owe my sincere gratitude to all my beloved professionals in practice, Industry, 
business & at abroad as well for holding high our professional dignity & values. 
 
Best Regards, 
CA S S Nayak 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM PRESENT CHAIRMAN 
OF THE UDUPI BRANCH 

 
CA. Pradeep Jogi 

Udupi Branch Chairman 2020-21 

 

Dear Participants, 

I am indeed very happy to note that Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI celebrating its Golden 

Jubilee Foundation Day  on 18th  and 19th  of August, 2020. I congratulate the Chairman and 

the Managing Committee members on this joyous occasion, to enhance member's and students’ 

knowledge and to help them to keep abreast of the latest changes and developments. 

“There is no wealth like knowledge and no poverty like ignorance”. I am sure that two days’ 

Virtual CPE meeting will give strong platform for members and students to learn more and 

newer things, to interact with themselves with prolific speakers. It’s a great pleasure to have 

the torch bearers of our Institute, President of ICAI CA. Atul Kumar Gupta and Vice President 

CA. Nihar N. Jambusaria on this occasion. 

The role of Chartered Accountants is changing tremendously, way beyond the traditional roles 

of auditors and accountants. The Information Technology revolution and new regulations 

enacted by the Government of India recently have opened up plethora of opportunities and 

challenges. While these would ensure growth opportunities, this kind of programmes would 

provide a platform to exchange and share expertise, concerns and to give their views to the 

government and regulators. I am sure that technical deliberations and interaction with the 

faculties would lead to further enhancing knowledge of the participants thereby, paving way 

for improving the quality of service to the stakeholders of our profession.  

My hearty felicitations to the Chairman of Mangalore Branch CA. S.S Nayak and Managing 

Committee members on this joyous occasion and wish that Mangalore Branch to scale greater 

heights in future. I also wish the Golden Jubilee Foundation Day Celebration Programme a 

grand success. 

CA. Pradeep Jogi 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN OF 
BANGALORE BRANCH OF SIRC OF 
ICAI 
CA. Raveendra S. Kore 

Chairman 

Bengaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

I am delighted to know that Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants of India is organizing Golden 

Jubilee – Founding Day on 18th August, 2020 in association with Udupi Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

and Shivamogga CPE Chapter of SIRC of ICAI.The Mangaluru Branch of Southern Indian Regional 

Council (SIRC) of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) is doing a yeomen service 

to the Profession of Chartered Accountancy in Karnataka from the day of its inception on 18th 

August 1971.  

Heartily Congratulations to CA. S. S. Nayak, Chairman - Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI and 

all other team of Office Bearers and Managing Committee for their meticulous planning.  

With the changes in the business environment, the profession of Chartered Accountancy is faced 

with a number of challenges. But with the commitment, expertise and knowledge developed and 

gained by us, we can easily turn these challenges into opportunities. We have to see that our 

profession contributes positively towards the development of our country. We need to contribute 

by ensuring stringent corporate governance, strict audit and transparency rules so as to justify the 

trust placed on us.  

For this, during this un- precedent Covid – 19, I compliment Chairman of the Mangaluru Branch 

and his entire team for organizing Golden Jubilee on 18th& 19th August 2020 and also selecting 

interesting topics in this Founding Day which are very contemporary in nature to face up with the 

new challenges and rapid changes in the present scenario of globalization and will be useful to all 

the delegates in expanding their knowledge horizon and sharpening their skills. 

I am extremely happy to know that CA. Atul Kumar Gupta, President – ICAI is the Chief Guest 

addressing our Chartered Accountant’s community.  

I am also happy to know that CA. Nihar N. Jambusaria, Vice President – ICAI as Guest of 

Honour, CA. Dayaniwas Sharma, Central Council Member – ICAI and CA. Dungar Chand U 

Jain, Chairman of SIRC of ICAI who is at the helm of affairs of Southern India Regional Council 

of ICAI as a Special Invitee on the Inauguration Golden Jubilee – Founding Day. 

I am sure, in the times of dynamic challenges the able leadership will lead this Golden Jubilee to 

new heights and shall help the members working in industry as well as in practice in achieving and 

sustaining their competitive edge in the profession.  

I wish the Golden Jubilee – Founding Day a grand success.  

Stay Safe and Healthy, 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM DIGNITARIES 
 
CA Chandra Poojary 

Accountant Member(in the cadre of Additional Secretary to 
Government of India) Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT), 
Ministry of Law & Justice, Govt. of India. 

I would like to congratulate the governing body, professional 

colleagues, students of the profession, and staff of the Institute on 

the occasion of celebration of its golden jubilee. I am very happy to be a part of this milestone 

of  Mangalore branch. This branch was instituted in the year 1971, provided opportunities to 

young people who wanted to enter the professional arena and participate in the nation-

building activities. This branch has successfully brought out many eminent Chartered 

Accountants, who have held the flag of the Institute high. 

An institution’s future is dependent on its stakeholders’ interest in achieving its goal. One way 

of achieving success is by making everyone a stakeholder in  the task of  the building of the 

Institute. It is possible to build institutions in the best way by spreading the knowledge in this 

competitive environment and only those professionals who are properly skilled and trained 

will achieve success. The onus is on this branch to prepare and train its members and students 

in a way that they are globally relevant and sensitive to the needs of the nation. Transforming 

students into competent chartered accountants and thereby converting this branch as a center 

of excellence is of prime importance. I hope that this will be done by this branch by providing 

ample opportunities to all stakeholders of this branch.  

 On this happy occasion of the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of   this Branch of ICAI, it would 

be most appropriate for Chartered Accountants to reaffirm their commitment to the cause of 

excellence, independence, ethical conduct and highest standards of professional integrity. The 

ICAI has served our country with great distinction from many years and I sincerely hope and 

pray that the best is yet to come. I wish this Branch and all those connected with it all the best 

in their endeavour to attain scale greater heights of excellence and commitment to our national 

goals and ideals. I once again congratulate you all on reaching the golden jubilee milestone. 

May you all continue to flourish for all times to come. 

CA Chandra Poojary 
 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN OF DUBAI 
CHAPTER OF ICAI 
CA Anish Mehta 

Chairman, ICAI DUBAI CHAPTER 

 

Dear Managing Committee of Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

I am delighted to note that the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI is 
celebrating its Golden Jubilee on 18th August 2020. I would like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate CA S.S. Nayak (Chairman), and the entire managing committee and the members 
of the Mangaluru Branch on celebration of the Golden Jubilee. We all know that gold has 
always been standard of exemplary purity and excellence since time immemorial and I am very 
happy to be part of your golden celebrations and reaching this important milestone of 50 years 
of excellence in service.  

I still remember when I first met you in Dubai and we discussed about the various initiatives 
we both are taking for our respective chapters and I was pleasantly surprised to see your 
passion to serve the fraternity. I still have that beautiful gift by you, books on “WORDS OF 
THE WISE”. 

Let me use a quote from that precious gift.  

“Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, 
intelligent direction and skilful execution; it represents the wise choice of many 
alternatives.” 

I once again congratulate you all on reaching this Golden Jubilee Milestone. May you 
continue to flourish for all times to come.   

 

CA Anish Mehta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN OF 
BAHRAIN CHAPTER OF ICAI 
 
 
CA Ajay Kumar Chettuvetty 
Chairperson 
Bahrain Chapter of  ICAI 
 
 
 
 
 
“Remember to celebrate milestones as you prepare for the road ahead”-Nelson Mandela 
 
On behalf of the Bahrain Chapter of ICAI, it gives me immense pleasure to wish the 
members of the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI on the joyous occasion of your Golden 
Jubilee of the establishment of your Branch.  It is a testament of professional spirit that has 
ensured the Mangaluru Branch has come such a long way and serves as an inspiration to 
overseas chapters such as ours. These are times of great change and the 50 years of solid 
foundation will serve the Branch well as it prepares to Log into the Future. 
 
We wish you continued success under the leadership of CA Shantharam Nayak and his 
able team and hope you achieve many such milestones.  
 
CA Ajay Kumar Chettuvetty 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN OF 
MUSCAT CHAPTER OF ICAI 
CA N Ramananda Prabhu 
Chairperson 
ICAI Muscat Chapter 
 

Many thanks for your invitation CA S S Nayak and I am delighted to learn 
that the Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI is organizing a ”Founding Day 
Celeberations-Golden Jubilee”    on virtual platform on 18th and 19 August, 
2020. 

Despite COVID pandemic and inconveniences you are organizing virtual celebrations in an un 
precedence scale, the line of distinguished speakers drawn from diverse fields will give a special 
learning experience and participants will be delighted by the knowledge impartation and presentations, 
bringing ICAI leadership, which itself speaks volumes about your leadership as Chairman of Mangalore 
Branch. 

In this vital phase of techno transformation, we need to believe human intelligence will remain supreme 
as humans created machines and control it.The changing current of the downstream and main line of 
professional activities are something we need to prepared to accept thru a change. So your Golden 
Jubilee Celeberations would flow around that imminent transformation under the dynamic leadership 
of CA S S Nayak. 

 “A new digital accounting era has just begun”, as we embark to new journey into technological changes, 
which will be shaping up the new accountancy profession, to use big data, block chain, artificial 
intelligence, robotic automation and other new technologies in the current business environments, 
professional accountants are well versed with new skill sets of digital accounting and auditing 
technologies and ready to advice on navigating the changing landscape of business environment. 

In the backdrop of the above, I am confident that  “Golden Jubilee Celeberations” which deliberate the 
Accountancy Profession-Way Forward, will deliberate upon some of the emerging challenges of the 
profession and provide enough inputs to the accountancy profession on the economic stability, 
collective efforts, inclusive growth for building new India, as partners in Nation Building and set new 
direction to Global Economic Order in this covid-19 pandemic. 

We are fortunate to have CA S S Nayak as our speaker on NRI Taxation in Oman in the year 2012-13, 
where in you had enlighten all our members and still we all cherish this memory of your session in 
Oman. 

My compliments to Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI, as the branch has always be the source of 
empowerment for leadership and excellence; disseminating knowledge to members, public and 
students; building a framework for new opportunities nationally and internationally and partnerships 
that enhance life in global economy. 

I congratulate CA S S Nayak and his entire team for their steadfast effort and convey my felicitations 
and best wishes to the sponsors, delegates and all participants and also for the grand success of this 
”Golden Jubilee founding day Celebrations’”   

Stay Safe..Stay Engaged..Stay Ahead!! 

With Best Regards, 

CA N Ramananda Prabhu 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS 
MESSAGE 
CA Prakash Basri 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 1994-98 

 
niścitvāyaḥprakramatenāntarvasatikarmaṇaḥ। 

avandhyakālovaśyātmāsavaipaṇḍitaucyate॥ 

Whose endeavors are preceded by a firm commitment,who does not take long rests before 

the task is accomplished, who does not waste time and who has control over his/her mind  

is wise. On the occasion of the ‘Golden Jubilee Year’ celebrations of the Mangalore Branch

 of ICAI - a symbol of many years of firm commitment, it gives me immense pleasure to p

en down a few of my thoughts. We embarked on this long but memorable journey with a 

humble beginning way back in the year 1971-72 when the Mangalore Branch of ICAI was 

inaugurated at “Udaya Printery Building”, Kodialbail, Mangalore-575003. Our Branch ha

s since then chronicled many events engaging in the continuous development of its Memb

ers and Students, steadily progressing past different milestones. The exam centre opened 

by the branch in Mangalore during the 1970’s has not only helped the student fraternity o

f undivided Dakshina Kannada, Madikeri, Kasargod and Shimoga districts but also contri

bute notably to the growth of the profession.  

I fondly cherish and acknowledge the contributions of the Members and the efforts of Sri 

B.P. Rao, Past President of ICAI, New Delhi in releasing the grant and loan which gave us 

the premises ‘we owned’ and called as ‘Ours’ – a place that has, over decades, facilitated 

learning and expansion of our knowledge and strengthening of our profession. Our efforts 

gathered scale and momentum when we acquired an additional premise at Padil, 

Mangalore to foster the generations to come. 

As ICAI Mangalore adds yet another feather in its cap, I send my felicitations and best 

wishes to the present Chairman CA S S Nayak and the Managing Committee members for 

a grand success of this event.  

 

CA Prakash Basri 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 
CA Srinivas S Kamath 
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 1998-99 
 
 

Dear Sir, 

 
The Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI is completing 50 years of 

useful existence to the Chartered Accountants and students 

pursuing the CA course in Mangaluru. The ICAI was set up in 1949 by an act of 

promulgation in the Parliament for the control and regulation of the Auditing and 

Accounting Profession in this country, and true to the purpose for which it was set up, 

the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI has successfully achieved its objectives over 

these 50 glorious years of service. By conducting study circle meetings. CPE Seminars 

and various other group discussions being held at the Branch from time to time has 

helped Members update and upgrade their knowledge in various tax laws and 

amendments to various acts. This has helped Chartered Accountants deliver good 

advice to their clients in matters of Taxation and various allied Laws engaged in Trade. 

Manufacture and Commerce 

The students have also immensely benefited over the years by all the activities 

conducted by the Institute, which at present has various facilities set up at the 

Mangaluru Branch for conducting exams and training in GMCS, IT and conducting 

classes on subjects in which students will be answering their exams. The efforts put in 

by the past Chairmen has resulted in setting up the infrastructure in Mangaluru for 

conducting meetings. classes for students etc. I congratulate the Past Chairmen and 

office bearers of the respective years foitheir untiring efforts in making Mangaluru 

Branch what it is today. I congratulate CA S.S.Nayak, the present Chairman and his 

team for their untiring efforts in conducting the Golden Jubilee Year event in spite of 

the difficult circumstances due to the Covid pandemic 

Long live the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI and our prestigious profession.  

 

CA Srinivas S Kamath 
 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST 
CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
CA Vaman Kamath  

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 1999-2000 

 

 

It is a privilege to be associated with the Golden Jubilee Celebration 

of the Mangalore Branch of SIRC. In retrospect, I remember the glorious celebrations of  the 

Golden Jubilee of our Institute in 1999. Since my association as a student starting from 1979 

to being a member in 1985 to date, we have seen a lot of changes in the Profession, in the 

student examination and training.  

Mangalore Branch is striving towards perfection year by year with a lot of initiatives to 

keep the members and students abreast of all the latest developments in various areas of 

studies and profession. With new blood and new brains joining in the administration of 

the Branch, we are amongst the top in the region which makes all of us proud of our set 

up.  Of the branches of our size, we were the first to start classes for the students, we were 

amongst the first to set up a computer centre for imparting training in Information 

Technology. More than everything, we are considering ourselves as members of the same 

Professional Family. It is said in our scriptures that we should not consider ourselves as 

the originators of ideas and plans for the betterment but as executors of the will of the 

Divinity.  Only in such a situation, the execution will be perfect and complete. Let us pray 

and strive together for the branch to have more glorious years in the future. 

 

CA Vaman Kamath  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

CA Chandrakanth Rao 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2000-01 

 

Celebration of Golden Jubilee Year for an Organisation is indeed a 

hallmark moment to reaffirm that it has matured into a successful 

institution. It is a momentous occasion to pause and appreciate that it has 

provided significant positive impact on an entire generation of people. I 

have been fortunate to be positively influenced and deeply enriched in 

my pursuit of professional excellence over three decades, from 1981 till date to be precise. It is 

indeed a Golden Moment for me as well. 

I see Mangalore ICAI as a ‘Temple of Learning’ where the ‘Goddess of Learning’ is graciously 

waiting to enrich the fortunes of the dedicated students of learning who call themselves the 

‘ChiraAdhyayees’ (CAs)!. I walked into the Temple as a young student with dreams and desires, I 

was embraced into the common pursuit of enriching professional knowledge by a close group of 

senior Chartered Accountants who mentored me into becoming a fellow professional with them. I 

was next given with love and trust by my fellow members, the responsibilities to serve in successive 

Managing Committees since 1988 and other Task Forces culminating with my Chairmanship in the 

year 2000. Thereafter I have been blessed with the sincere love and admiration of fellow members 

of the Institute who fondly see me as a Past Chairman ready always to share and contribute for the 

common cause. 

I have seen with satisfaction, the Mangalore ICAI grow by leaps and bounds, blessed by the sincere 

efforts of innumerable number of students, members, and office-bearers who have, in their own 

ways, contributed to the good of this Institution. I consider myself a blessed Member of a ‘Mutual 

Admiration Fan Club’ of a dedicated band of professionals who have love and commitment to the 

profession and the Institute. 

If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a 

Leader! Yes, my belief ‘Give to the world the best you have and the best will come back for sure’ 

found new meaning in Mangalore ICAI.  I am indeed a deeply satisfied Leader of Mangalore ICAI! 

No one finishes the Race, but everyone gets a chance to pass the Baton! – I too did it with immense 

gratification and applaud with satisfaction that I am able to witness this Golden Moment of 

Mangalore ICAI!  

CA Chandrakanth Rao 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     CA Kiran Vasant 

                                                             Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2001-02 
 
The Golden Jubilee celebrations fills the heart with pride and a deep sense of gratification.When I 

look back overthe 30 years of membership, I feel honored being a Chartered Accountant. As a past 

Chairman ofthe Mangalore Branch,I feel overwhelmed with just a mention of that additional Title. 

The Mangalore Branch is like a family. Here all of us acttogether as a team Every management 

committee strives to bring the best out to fellow members. I pray and wish all success to the current 

members of the Managing committee. May this camaraderie be always present in our Branch 

forever. All good wishes to each and every member of the occasion of Golden jubilee celebration 

 

Yours truly, 

CA Kiran Vasanth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CA A K Ranganath Shenoy 

           Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2002-03 

 

Congratulations to the Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI on this very memorable 
occasion of 50th year. It has been a wonderful journey altogether. Let’s make this day a 
big one for each one of us! 

We started with a few but now we are many, not only in numbers but also in talents and 

creativity. Congratulations to all our members for your efforts and accomplishments! 

To CA S S Nayak and the managing committee, your dedication and creativity can only 

be matched with an unquenchable thirst for success. On this special day, I want to 

congratulate all of you for yet another great year! 

Let’s hope for the best in the coming years! 

Yours truly, 

CA A K Ranganath Shenoy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

CA M N Pai 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2003-04 

 

Every long journey starts with a first step.... 

I took my first step into the Managing committee of the  

Mangalore Branch in the year 2000 as the secretary of the branch which 
was the first step for me to rise up to the chairman's position in 2002-
03.Those days the CPE was not taken seriously and the members hardly visited the branch 
premises although we had a good library and the computer based ITR package which was costing 
a bomb then.  However such facilities didn't enthuse members to attend the meetings, programs 
and seminars. 

During this year itself CPE was made compulsory which forced the members to attend the events 
organised at the branch which brought life to the branch premises. 

When I was the secretary in the year 2000 SIRC of ICAI was celebrating its golden jubilee and we 
at the branch initiated a discussion on holding the golden jubilee conference in Mangalore however 
it did not get through. 

That was in my mind and I started working on it continuously for the next one year as the vice 
chairman so that we have a national seminar  in Mangalore when I climb up the leadership ladder. 
Timely help by my teachers Bhupathy as the President of ICAI and T N Manoharan as the Central 
Council member gave me all the resources like expert speakers and the  fiscal laws committees' 
involvement. Our members registered with all enthusiasm and made the first ever National 
Seminar a grand success by having 328 registration in August 2003.It is 17 years now and 
National seminars have become a routine affair for us. From ICAI golden jubilee to our branch 
golden jubilee we have come a long way.The committee of my chairmanship is still active on 
whatsapp and we do meet for a meal and enjoy each other's company. 

Congratulations to each and every one of us at the  Mangalore branch on this auspicious golden 
year and I am sure the branch will definitely grow to greater heights in the years to come. 

Major Initiatives and achievements during 2002-03: 

Pathbreaking First ever National Seminar in Mangalore with a theme "Equipping for Excellence" 

Own Teleconferencing facility  for the branch for participation by members. 

Chain seminars for members and students. 

Career guidance meetings to the college students in and around Mangalore special focus on rural 
colleges. 

 

Thanks and Regards 

CA M N Pai 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

CA Rudolph M C Rodrigues 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2004-05 

 

I extend my hearty congratulations on the occasion of the Golden  

Jubilee Celebration of the Mangalore Brach of ICAI.  

I am extremely happy and pleased to pen the following few lines 
by way of a message.  

From very humble beginnings, our branch has grown by leaps and bounds and now stands 
tall and proud.  

Every jubilee is a milestone and land mark in the history of an institution.  The milestones 
reached and achievements of all those years pave the way for greater heights. 

There is so much to celebrate and it is an opportunity to remember, reminisce  and be proud 
of our accomplishments and achievements. 

From its inception, the Branch is in the vanguard of upholding the high standards of our 
noble profession.  

I express my deep appreciation for the good and hard work and selfless service of the office 
bearers and members, from inception till date. 

I am sure that every one of us will make renewed efforts to propel  the branch further in 
the future.   

Great as the achievement of the last 50 years have been, there is no doubt, in my mind, that 
they will be eclipsed in the next half century. 

I wish the Branch every success and look forward to its next thriving 50 years to come. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

CA Rudolph M C Rodrigues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 CA Nitin J Shetty 

                                            Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2005-06 

 

Life can only be understood backwards; but it must be lived forwards– Soren Kierkegaard 

The Mangalore branch of ICAI is celebrating 50 glorious years on the 18th of August 2020. 
All these years our Branch has stood tall like a light house of knowledge imparting to all 
the members and students with its beacon of light. It has been a source of guidance and 
strength to all fellow professionals. The efforts of all past and present office bearers have 
gone into making our branch a very lively and vibrant branch which has helped in building 
the knowledge base of all CA professionals in the city of Mangalore and neighbouring 
districts. I acknowledge their contribution in bringing our Branch to this level.  

This day as I look back at the past 33 years of my association with this august Institution it 
brings a sense of pure satisfaction. It has been a joy and pride to have been part of this 
Institution which has nurtured so many personalities who have made this profession 
proud.   

 Let us as all professionals strive to bring more meaning and value in the lives of all whom 
we interact with and bring honour and laurels to our Mangalore Branch. We look ahead 
for many more successful years of our Mangalore Branch, so that many more lives are 
enriched. 

 

CA. Nitin J.Shetty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                              CA Praveen Kumar Shetty 

                                               Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2006-07 

I am extremely honoured and privileged to be part of the Golden Jubilee celebrations 
organized for the Founding Day of our Mangalore Branch of ICAI scheduled to be held on 
the 18th and 19th August, 2020. I am happy to note that in commemoration of this historic 
event the Branch has organized a Virtual CPE Meeting to be addressed by several eminent 
Resource Persons on a variety of relevant current topics. 

In the last 5 decades the Mangalore Branch has grown by leaps and bounds due to the 
vision, guidance and efforts of our illustrious Chairmen/Chairperson together with their 
dedicated teams. I would like to compliment all those who have contributed immensely 
towards the overall growth of the Branch. 

I was privileged to be the Chairman of the Mangalore Branch for the year 2006-07. During 
my tenure I recollect organizing the first ever International Tour to Dubai and Abu Dhabi 
in December, 2006. I further recollect organizing the hosting of the 262nd Meeting of the 
Central Council of ICAI at Mangalore during the tenure as President of ICAI by 
Padmashree CA T N Manoharan in 2006. This event was notably the first ever meeting of 
the Central Council held outside the headquarters at New Delhi. 

I wish to convey my heartiest congratulations to Chairman CA S S Nayak and his entire 
team of the Managing Committee and to convey my greatest appreciation upon the 
commendable manner in which they have organized the activities for celebrating this great 
event showcasing the 50 years of existence of the Mangalore Branch of ICAI. 

May our Mangalore Branch of ICAI achieve many more milestones in years ahead. 

Jai Hind, Jai ICAI, 

Best wishes and warm regards, 

CA Praveen Kumar Shetty 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                 CA Giridhar Kamath 

                                            Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2007-08 

 

"Today ICAI is worth its weight in gold. 

Having accomplished 50 years of glittering track record in accounting and accountability, 
it has come a long way from Udaya Printery to the majestic ICAI Bhavan... and has a long 
way to go still. 

The gilt-edged entity of the blue-chip community of Mangalorean Chartered Accountants, 
through its duty and integrity, has truly provided the proverbial Gold standard! 

May the fraternity set bigger goals, pave innovative paths, and score more. May the Golden 
Jubilee year be a Diamond-studded Platinum."  

 

Regards, 

CA Giridhar Kamath  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    CA Naveen.N 

                          Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2009-10 

It gives me immense joy to write a message for the Souvenir to be published in 
commemoration of the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of Mangalore branch of Institute of 
chartered accountants of India.  
 
A Souvenir is a tribute to the past. It is a symbol of gratitude to those who had laboured 
untiringly to make the Institution great and a memento honouring those who helped it to 
earn a name.  
 
The Golden Jubilee exhorts us to remember with gratitude the commitment as well as the 
dedication of all past chairperson, present managing committee, members of the 
profession, students and staff who have elevated this institution to its present prestigious 
position made evident by the remarkable progress that the institute has made and the 
recognition it has received. An institution can survive and progress or merely exist or cease 
to exist. Mangalore branch of institute of chartered accountants of India is a shining 
example of an institution that has stood the test of time and continues to progress in its 
growth while making commendable efforts to serve its members and students. 
 
As I look ahead, I can visualize that Mangalore branch of ICAI will continue to grow with 
a strong tradition of service to the Indian economy in public interest. I wish the Members 
and students all the very best and many more years of prosperity and service to humanity 
and society. 
 
MAJOR INITIATIVES 

1. Renovated branch premises was inaugurated by President of ICAI, CA.Uttam 
Prakash Agarwal 

2. First batch of GMCS was organised. 
 

CA Naveen N 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CA S Srinivas Kamath 
                                          Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2010-11 

To my dear colleagues and fellow members of the Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI and 
other valued stakeholders such as our CA students and CA families, I wish you all a very 
happy golden jubilee. To think that a beautiful  idea conceived by a handful of CAs half a 
century ago has bloomed into this large and illustrious branch of the Institute is heart-
warming; and a reminder to us all that small collective efforts over a period of time can 
yield large results. 

Our golden jubilee comes in the midst of trying times due to the global pandemic, the likes 
of which have not been seen in a century. 

To have our golden jubilee marked by such an important year in history is a unique 
privilege. While we take this moment to look ahead and wonder what lies in store for us 
and what path we wish to tread together – it would be apt to look at the past of our own 
branch. Our senior Chartered Accountants have managed to lay strong foundations to the 
culture of our branch and inspire all of us with a sense of hard work and togetherness. 
Today those very foundations will help us weather these stormy waters and come out 
stronger on the other side. What we must give importance to now, is that same collective 
effort and kinship – because as the popular proverb says, “The power of togetherness is 
the greatest power of all.” 

 

May our Branch reach greater heights under the dynamic and energetic Managing 
Committee in the comings days 

 

CA S Srinivas Kamath 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
CA Chandramohan K.Y. 
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2011-12 
 
It is heartening to note that the Mangalore Branch of SIRC OF ICAI has 
completed FIFTY GOLDEN YEARS of its useful service to the 
Chartered Accountants, C.A. students and the community of 
MANGALORE. 

The pioneering and path-breaking efforts of a handful of visionary and 
diligent Chartered Accountants of Mangalore, Udupi, Kasaragod and 
adjoining areas in establishing the Mangalore branch on 18th August 
1971 has today led to the development of a vibrant, dynamic and pro-
active congregation of over 700 Chartered Accountants and over 2500 
students in and around the districts of Dakshina Kannada and Kasaragod. 

The journey has indeed been very eventful and memorable with the untiring and selfless services 
and efforts of the successive Chairpersons at the helm of the branch affairs ably supported by the 
respective Managing Committees with the active participation, support and involvement of all the 
members, students, faculty and staff at the Branch Office. 

The Branch and its membership have evolved and metamorphosed in more ways than one over 
the last fifty years as follows: 

1. From a small group of members meeting occasionally to discuss the nuances of fiscal and 
other laws to periodic interaction at meetings at the Branch premises to regular attendance 
at CPE workshops, seminars and conferences at the state of the art auditorium at the 
imposing ICAI BHAWAN to continuous and seamless interaction through the digital mode 
and virtual presence, the members and students are constantly striving to stay abreast of 
the developments in their chosen field of activity/specialisation on a real-time basis. 

2. From occasional coaching classes for students to regular study circle meetings and 
accredited classes to honing of skills through the I.T.T. and GMCS courses to continuous 
education and training in the digital mode on real-time basis today, the students are making 
the best use of the opportunities provided by the physical and digital infrastructure offered 
by ICAI, New Delhi and the Mangalore Branch.  

3. The branch and its members and students are continuously reaching out to the general 
public and the society at large through educative programmes, career counselling and 
guidance programmes and other community outreach initiatives. 

It is indeed a matter of great pride and privilege that the present Managing Committee of the 
Branch under the dynamic leadership of CA. S.S. NAYAK is organising a two day programme on 
18th and 19th August 2020 to celebrate the GOLDEN JUBILEE event in a befitting manner. 

I wish the entire team at the Managing Committee of the Branch all success in all their endeavours 
during the eventful GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR 2020-21. 

My best wishes to each and every member and student at the Mangalore Branch on this memorable 
occasion. 

JAI HIND JAI ICAI. 

CA Chandramohan K.Y. 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS 
MESSAGE 
CA. Murali Mohan  
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2012-13 

 

 

Dear Friends, 
Every Institution would just be a group of members under a Name-board if not for the 

active participation and involvement by its members and a dynamic and decisive 

leadership by its office bearers. It is not just the professional activities that the institute 

conducts for its members, but much beyond as to how well it is able to build fellowship 

and serve the general public that will in the end bring respect and recognition in the society.  

The institute is collectively what we are individually. The Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of India Mangaluru branch has been a standing testimony to this. 

I am happy that today as we celebrate 50 Golden Years of existence of Mangaluru Branch 

of SIRC of ICAI, I have been a part of this momentous journey as a Member for more than 

25 years and also as part of the Managing committee team from 2006 to 2012 in various 

roles and finally as its Chairman in 2012-13.  The Mangaluru Branch has been able to 

consistently perform year after year and today has carved out a distinct place as one of the 

most dynamic branches of ICAI.  It is indeed a momentous occasion for all of us to celebrate 

and bask in the glory of the last five decades. 

It is also a new beginning in our journey, this historic occasion should act as a springboard 

for all of us to take our institute and profession to greater heights in the days to come by 

actively involving ourselves in its activities for members and supporting the student 

activities. Let us Individually contribute as Partners in Nation Building and keep our 

Institute flag flying high. 

Jai Hind and Jai ICAI Mangaluru 

CA Murali Mohan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS 
MESSAGE 
CA M Jagannath Kamath 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2013-14 

 

 

It is a momentous occasion for each one of us as our Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

is all set to enter its 50th year of Existence. Any landmark is special, but when its something 

of this magnitude, it certainly makes you look back with satisfaction & pride for all the 

progress the branch has made. What started with a small office space at Udaya Printery, to 

our Mahendra Arcade Office & now to our Padil ICAI Bhawan, we have indeed taken big 

strides as we approach a milestone. 

The journey of 50 years requires continuous shouldering of responsibility & at this moment 

I wish to express my hearty congratulations to all those have contributed as Chairpersons, 

as Past Chairpersons have always been a source of support & a guide to the branch. The 

present Committee led by the ever-charming CA. S. S. Nayak has been doing excellent 

work & with the right combination of experience & youth, the branch is doing a 

commendable job. I compliment the efforts of the Committee to pull off an event of this 

stature so effortlessly, even in this moment of pandemic. 

I was really fortunate to have got an opportunity to serve the branch & lead as the 

Chairman during the year 2013-14. That year, will always remain special for the branch in 

more ways than one, firstly with the Inauguration of ICAI Bhawan, Padil, a state-of-the-art 

facility which is certainly one of the best in the country & secondly with the branch bagging 

Highly Commended Performance Certificate from the ICAI, thereby bringing laurel to the 

branch on an All India basis. Students activities too picked great pace that year with a 

bunch of enthusiastic office bearers of SICASA, changing the dynamics of what’s in store 

for the student fraternity. It is indeed nostalgic to reminisce the glory of the branch. 

I place on record my heartiest greetings & best wishes to our vibrant Mangaluru branch as 

it gears to enter the glorious 50th year. I further wish & pray our branch continues to attain 

glory and scales incredible heights. 

 

CA M Jagannath Kamath 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            CA A K Shyamala Shenoy  

                                         Mangaluru Branch Chairperson 2014-15 

 

The biggest strength of our branch is our members. Our small well- knit community of 

hardworking and sincere professionals , many of whom are actively engaged with the 

society they live in. Their professionalism and demeanor has elevated the reputation of our 

Institute in the eyes and hearts of Mangaloreans.  It is their thirst for knowledge and skill 

upgradation, which draws them to seminars and conferences, not CPE credits.  Politics has 

been successfully kept out of Mangalore branch administration. The offices of the branch 

have been taken up with a sense of duty rather than as a position of power. 50 years has 

been a long journey but on the straight path. Two buildings, over 700 members, nearly 3000 

students is not a small achievement for a branch in a mofussil area.   

My congratulation to Chairman CA S S Nayak and his team for carrying on the tradition 

of Mangalore Branch while taking it to greater heights. 

 

CA A K Shyamala Shenoy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      CA Shivakumar K 
                                        Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2015-16 
 
I feel extremely happy to send this message for the Souvenir to mark the Golden Jubilee 

year of the branch.  The completion of 50 years is indeed a major milestone in the life of an 

Institution. The branch has travelled long way since 1971. It has earned considerable 

appreciation and accolades for conducting value based activities for members and 

students.There are many who have dreamed high, planned meticulously and sacrificed 

their energy and time in leading the branch along the path of success. I congratulate and 

compliment each and every one who is instrumental in achieving this success. I wish the 

Journey be continued with more and more drive, zeal, compassion and diligence.  We all 

know that ‘progress is the activity of today and the assurance of tomorrow’. I wish the 

branch to continue  ‘excellence model’ of functioning, with clear vision and mission, under 

the able leadership of present and future committee members. 

Kudos to the Chairman CA S. S. Nayak and his team for planning and executing the revised 

idea of Grand Golden Jubilee celebrations, quickly adapting to the changed scenarios 

enforced due to the Covid pandemic. The sayng, ‘When the going gets tough, tough gets 

going’, aptly applies to this team. 

Feel proud to have served as Chairman of the branch in the past and equally proud to be 

associated with its activities as member of the branch. . 

*SarveJanahaSukhinoBhavanthu* 

CA Shivakumar K 

 

 

 

  

 



 

BRANCH PAST 
CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
CA. Keshava N Ballakuraya 

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2016-17 

 

Dear Professional Colleagues and students, 

“Success is sweet, but the secret is sweat.”- General Norman 

Schwarzkopf 

I feel honoured and privileged to convey my best wishes to one and all on achieving this great 

milestone. The successful completion of 50 years of our Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI makes 

me nostalgic as I reminisce the years gone by, as how our Branch has grown with all the hard work 

each of us have put, in making it what it is today. I fondly remember Late CA S.S. Kamath, who 

was the founder treasurer of the Branch in 1971 and the guest of honour at the inception of my 

tenure as the Chairman. We will always be grateful and indebted to him for being the guiding light 

in all our endeavours at the Branch. 

 On this day, as we celebrate the golden jubilee of our Branch at Mangalore, I congratulate the office 

bearers, members, staff and students who have come together and played a vital role at every step 

of this journey. 

Embarking on my journey as a part of the managing committee was overwhelming. This experience 

brought in plethora of opportunities to develop my leadership skills and management capabilities 

through organising conferences, seminars and other events.  

May the next 50 be brighter and better than the first with the blend of our experienced senior and 

enthusiastic young Chartered Accountants. 

ನಮ ಜನ ರತ ,  

ನಮ ಅನ ತಐ ಎಐ , 

ನಮ ಯ ಗ ಐ ಎಐ  

“Teamwork is the secret that makes common people achieve uncommon result.” 

During my Chairmanship our Managing Committee has undertaken following Major Initiatives/ 
Achievements  

a) Awarded the Best Branch in the Medium Branches Category by SIRC of  ICAI. 
b) Conducted programs with a total of over 229 CPE hours for the benefit of members. 
c) Two days National Conference ‘Parva’ on GST with record number of 850 participants. 
d) Grand Celebration of “CA Day” held at Padil Branch on 1st July, 2016. 
e) Half day seminar for students which has been officially recognized for receiving the grants. 
f) “Lakshya” two days students sub regional conference.  
g) “Relive 2.0” Student Residential seminar at Moodbidri.  

CA. Keshava N Ballakuraya 

 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
 

CA Bhargava Tantri P        

Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2017-18   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
“Theme for 2017-18” 

 
Warm Wishes to all my dear CA fraternity.  
 
We all feel proud and elated that Mangaluru Branch is celebrating the Golden Jubilee year. 
Mangaluru Branch is recognised for its Professionalism and maintaining high standards in 
conducting Branch Affairs. Since its inception in August 1971 the respective teams in 
charge of the Branch affairs have devotedly strived to keep the Branch Flag flying high. All 
the past Chairpersons have worked enthusiastically and given their best with highest 
ethical standards and devotion to the Branch in managing the Branch affairs. All are guided 
by the principle of “GIVING BACK” as said by Famous Purandaradasa: 

 
“ ಯ ೕರ ವರವಪ ದವ  “ 

 
Implying that whatever one has received from the pond (the Institute) pour back to it (the 
Institute) and be blessed. 
 
I feel proud that I had the privilege of serving this Branch as a member of the Managing 
Committee for five years from 2014 to 2019 and as Chairman during 2017-18. We were a 
team of enthusiastic members always working cohesively for the betterment of the Branch 
and members. We as a team did some good work in the interest of the Profession at large 
and Branch in Particular during these years like conducting Seminars, Lecture meetings, 
Study Circle meets, Workshops, Certificate Courses etc. for Members apart from a National 
Conference – KSHAMATHA- on 5th& 6th December, 2017. 
 
The present team managing the Branch affairs in this glorious Golden year is a blend of 
Matured Experience and Energetic Youth, filled with enthusiasm to do more. It is a 
testimony to their enthusiasm that this unique Virtual Programme is being organised in 
this extraordinary situation. I wish all the success to the Unique programme to 
commemorate the Founding Day of the Branch on 18th of August, 2020 in Virtual Mode. 
 
Jai ICAI, Jai Hind. 
 
CA Bhargava Tantri P 

 

 
 

 

 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
CA Shivananda Pai B 
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2018-19 
 
Greetings and warm wishes to all my professional brethren on the occasion 
of 50th year of Mangalore Branch of SIRC of ICAI. 
 
Mangalore branch of SIRC of ICAI has a rich history in disseminating the 
professional knowledge to members and students, since its inception. I 
appreciate the foresight of the first managing committee, who visualised 
the need of full-fledged branch for coastal Karnataka and Kasaragod 
district of Kerala. Their dedication to serve the profession has really paved 
way for popularising the commerce education in general and our 
profession in particular in this part of our country. The branch also has the 
legacy of dedicated managing committees who have tirelessly worked for branch activities in service of 
our profession. Their selfless service is instrumental in commanding great respect for our profession in 
the society. Today Mangalore branch is one of the vibrant branches in SIRC recognised for its 
professionalism in all the activities. 
 
As I unwind my memories of working in Mangalore branch managing committee, I feel honoured that 
I got an opportunity to serve our institute, from 2015 to 2018. I had the privilege of working in cohesive 
committee, where my seniors have handheld and guided me in all my endeavours of branch activities. 
Memories of hosting ‘JNANA SATRA’ Students’ National Conclave in 2015 are evergreen.  In 2018, 
when I assumed the responsibilities of Branch Chairman, I had the privilege of having Two past 
Chairmen CA Keshav and CA Bhargav in our committee, who made my job easier by their rich 
experience and guidance. It is rightly said that महाजनोयेनगतःसप ाः which means walking in thefootsteps 
of great men ahead us who have experienced the truth can really give us the way. Likewise, I followed 
the footsteps of all past chairpersons who are the role models in performance. Our team in manging 
committee was highly motivated for performance, could do a lot of activities like ‘SWADHYAYA’ 
Members National conference, certificate courses, seminars, study circles for members, and CA Student 
Conference, sports  and curricular activities and the like for students. For the benefit of Mangalore 
SICASA members 2 Scholarship funds were created with a corpus of Rs 5 lakhs each, by the contribution 
by CA Prakash Basri and CA Sriramulu Naidu respectively. 
 
The need for the members and students of the branch warrants more to be done. But, by serving the 
branch a bit that I could, it  gave us a  satisfaction in giving back to alma mater 
(“ಹ ಯಕ ಣ ದ ಗ ವ, ಹ ಸಮಪ ” ), as the saying : 

अिनवदअिस ेषुसिधतेशुअनह ित: I 
अनाल ंचसा ेषुकृ ेशुअनु हाणां न: II  

(meaning: There is neither regret for not achieving, nor there is arrogance for what is achieved, as we 
put in our best efforts. There is no lethargy for Institute work. Hence we pray the almighty to bless and 
be benevolent upon all members of our fraternity.) 
 
Successful years of service to the profession by the branch are now culminating in Glory of Golden 
Jubilee. We have a dynamic and enthusiastic team at helm of affairs of our branch, led by CA S.S Nayak., 
who have chalked out series of programs for GOLDEN JUBILEE celebrations even during prevailing 
testing times. I wish all the success in their endeavour to commemorate Founding Day and yearlong 
programs. 
 
ಈ ವಣ  ಮ ೕತ ವ, ಗ  ಯ ಇ ಸದ ನ  ತ ಯ  ರನ  ದ ರದ  

ಬ ಂತಗ . 
 
Jai Hind. Jai ICAI. 
 
CA Shivananda Pai B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

BRANCH PAST CHAIRPERSONS MESSAGE 
CA Anantha Padmanabha K 
Mangaluru Branch Chairman 2019-20 
 
Dear Professional Colleagues, 
 
I am delighted to be part of these two half-day programs to mark the 
grand beginning of Mangaluru ICAI’s Golden Jubilee year (2020-21). 
I’m happy that, I have dual position here – being a member of the 
present Managing Committee of Mangaluru ICAI, I have also got the 
privilege to be a member of the ‘Past Chairmen Club of  Mangaluru 
ICAI’. 
 

Till reaching this milestone, it has been a long and successful journey of 
Mangaluru ICAI, since its establishment in 1971. All the earlier Committees led by various 
Chairpersons have done a wonderful administration of this branch and conducted several 
programs/events and secured several awards and due to all these, our branch has secured a good 
name & fame amongst all the branches of ICAI. All the successors in that position are expected to 
carry forward the legacy bestowed by the erstwhile leaders. Mangaluru branch has got a good 
feature that, we have been getting a wonderful support from all the past chairpersons, members of 
past committees, senior members and many members /well wishers etc for the activities of the 
branch in one or the other way.  
 
I joined the Committee in the year 2016 (Term 2016-19) to serve our branch. In that entire term, I 
prepared myself to lead the affairs of the Institute, gained several contacts of ICAI officials, CCMs, 
RCMs, many ICAI branch Committees/chairpersons, many Dept officials, Eminent personalities/ 
guests of many programs, many Vendors/Service providers and many others. I took the charge as 
the Chairman of this Mangalore Branch of the prestigious Institute ICAI on 16th Feb 2019 and was 
leading the administration, operation and all the activities/programs of the branch, and I must say 
that, the term 2019-20, (i.e., 16th Feb 2019 to 17th Feb 2020) was really wonderful. I am very much 
satisfied about the performances, administration/ operations and activities in the term 2019-20. I 
must thank my colleagues in Managing Committee and all the Past Chairpersons/seniors/well-
wishers for the tremendous effort and wonderful support put forth by each and everyone. 
 
It’s our pleasure that, the Torch Bearers of our Institute will be with us alongwith SIRC 
Chairman/Secretary for the formal functions, in the grand beginning of Mangaluru Branch’s 
Golden Jubilee Year, which will be held on 18th & 19th Aug 2020. It’s also our pleasure that, the 
members of our neighboring branch/Chapter, viz, Udupi branch of SIRC and Shimoga Chapter of 
SIRC, are also joining us on our Golden Moments. 
 
In order to address increasingly complex issues, the professionals like us need to acquire updated 
knowledge and skills. This two half-day Virtual CPE Meetings (VCMs) are designed to equip the 
members with necessary skills and expertise for excelling in their profession. I hope that the 
participants will be immensely benefited by the deliberations made on the topics of professional 
interest by the seasoned speakers. 
 
I’m eagerly waiting for the celebrations/programs on the occasion of grand beginning of our 
Branch’s Golden Jubilee year. I wish the entire program a grand success.  
 
CA Anantha Padmanabha K 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 
 
 
 

A.V.RAMANA 

Chairman 

NEW MANGALORE PORT TRUST 

Panambur, Mangalore-575010 

 

I am extremely delighted to know that the Mangaluru Branch of Southern Indian Regional 

Council of The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India will be celebrating Golden 

Jubilee this year. As a part ofthe Golden Jubilee Founding Day celebration, the branch is 

releasing a Souvenir and organizing a grand Webinar for professional development of 

Chartered Accountants. I appreciate the efforts of Chartered Accountants in safeguarding 

the economic interest of the country in a fair  

and transparent manner.  

On this occasion, I wish all the success and congratulate the team of Chartered  

Accountants who have contributed to the growth of Mangalore Branch during last 49  

years.  

Mr. A V Ramana 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 
 
 
 

                          

 

                                     CA T V Mohandas Pai 
Chairman 

Aarin Capital Partners 

 
The post Covid world will be vastly different, a world based on technology, increased 

mobility, greater opportunities and above all a global market. Members of the CA 

profession should embrace technology, look to the entire world to offer their services and 

be innovative. On the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the Mangalore Branch of ICAI, pl 

accept my best wishes for your future! Make the future your own!  

 
CA T.V.Mohandas Pai 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

CA P R Ramesh 
Former Chairman, Deloitte India 

 
I am delighted to note that Mangaluru Branch of ICAI is completing 50 years on August 

18, 2020.  This not just an achievement of reaching a milestone but a testimony of the 

significant contribution to the CA profession over the period of 50 years.  The branch 

continues to conduct high quality programmes on contemporary topics which immensely 

benefit the members and I have been a witness and a beneficiary of such programmes.  I 

have no doubt this branch with continue to shine and positively impact its members and 

students. 

My best wishes on the occasion and for success in all future endeavours. 

CA P R Ramesh 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          CA A. RAGHAVENDRA RAO  
                                                      Past Secretary, SIRC of ICAI 
 

Dear CA S.S. Nayak,  

I am glad under your dynamic chairmanship the Institute of Chartered Accountants. 

Mangalore Branch is celebrating its Golden Jubilee Founding day celebration on 18th & 

19th of August, 2020, On this occasion I remember the active role I played in setting up the 

Branch in early'71 with the cooperation of other senior members in Mangalore. It was a 

baby grown into a developed branch with so many activities almost every month now. I 

am sure you will continue in all your activity to adopt more and more technical 

advancement in the field of taxation, finance and commerce. I wish your Golden Jubilee 

conference a grand success for which I personally congratulate you and your team.  

Thanking you  

With warm Regards,  

CA A. RAGHAVENDRA RAO  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 
 
 
 
 

CA Ullas Kamath, 
Joint MD, Jyothy Laboratories Ltd 

 
My dear Shri. CA. S S  Nayak sir, please accept my heartiest congratulations on the 

wonderful occasion of the  the celebrations of Golden Jubileeof mangalore branch of ICAI. 

Despite COVID problems and inconveniences you are organising virtual celebrations in 

anun precedented scale, which itself speaks volumes about your leadership as Chairman 

of Mangalore Branch. Comingto Mangalore branch of ICAI, it’s undoubtedly one of finest 

branch in the country and has presented hundreds of fantastic CAs to the country. I have 

personally visitedyour branch couple of times to deliver lectures and had awesome 

experience while interacting with members and student community. I wish you and your 

leadership team very best on this occasion of Golden Jubilee celebrations. Let this be the 

new bigining of more success to the students and members of the Branch.  

Mangalore Branch is very vibrant branch as all the members and students actively 

participate in all the events organised. CA profession is considered to be the most noble 

profession and CA’s are respected Worldwide. Mangalore ranch is achieving yet another 

milestone of Golden Jubilee which has been possible due to the unstinted  efforts and 

commitment of all Chairpersons and committee members all these glorious years. Good to 

know that the Branch has bagged best Branch awards at national & SIRC level several times. 

Let the Branch glitter like gold to reach higher heights in the coming years. 

All the best.  

CA Ullas Kamath 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
CA Dayaniwas Sharma 
Central Council Member 
 

Dear Nayak ji and the entire CA fraternity of Mangaluru Branch 

Wishing you all a grand success on achieving landmark milestone “Golden 

Jubilee Founding day”. 50 years of glory and growth is a remarkable 

milestone for any Organisation. The ICAI has always been striving to give 

its best to its members and students registered all over.  

उ साह बलवानायनास यु साहा परमबलम। 
सो साह यचलोकेशनु कं चद पदलुभम।। 

 
Person filled with enthusiasm is a powerful Person. Nothing is impossible for an Enthusiastic Person. I 

am sure that the Committee under the leadership and Chairmanship of Mr.S S Nayak has left no stone 

unturned to make this programme momentous and memorable. 

"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much." – Helen Keller. This quote reminds me of my 

association with the Mangaluru branch. I really share a special bond with this Branch. Every visit of 

mine is to be cherished forever. It is also an added accomplishment that even during this pandemic 

times, Mangaluru Branch has not locked down itself and conducted series of programs/webinars for the 

benefit of members as well as students. This Golden Jubilee celebrations in association with Udupi 

Branch &Shimogga CPE Chapter shows their combined efforts to reach this saga of 50 golden years 

I would like to pay my tribute to CA S S Kamath sir who has left for heavenly abode. He was one of the 

Founder members of the Branch. Even though he is not with us, his messages, inspirational and thought 

provoking talks will always be remembered. 

For Young members my sincere suggestion is to kindly take advantage of the new professional 

opportunities viz,Artificial intelligence, Cloud computing, Block chain etc. Our smart students who are 

future Chartered Accountants should inculcate curriculum & latest digital updates to adopt changing 

dynamics of the profession. 

I wish all the members and students a Happy Golden Jubilee Founding Day.   

To conclude I would like to quote a line of Henry Ford, "Coming together is a beginning, staying 

together is progress, and working together is success." May we work together and stay together for 

years to make our Institute Flag fly high to become World’s largest accounting Body from the present 

status of second largest. Let Mangalore Branch achieve many more milestones in future & the memories 

of the golden Jubilee be cherished forever. 

CA Dayaniwas Sharma 

 

 

 

 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              CA Dr Girish Ahuja 
                                                               New Delhi 
 

Congratulations to all the Mangaluru Branch members and smart students for reaching the 

50th year of Golden Glory!!! 

It is a pride for the Mangaluru Branch to reach this Golden feat…. It is said “Great things 

are not done by impulse, but by a series of small things brought together”- . Mangaluru 

branch has evolved over the years under the able leadership of all the past Chairpersons 

and today it is really a delight to know that you have reached a landmark stage. I wish the 

celebrations all success and may all the efforts put in towards making this programme 

eventful be fruitful. 

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with one step.” All the members and students of the 

Mangaluru branch, Udupi Branch and Shimogga Branch have contributed in different 

ways to this event which has to be adored and appreciated by all.  I do remember my 

address in the National conference held in December 2019 physically at the state of the art 

auditorium-Town hall, Mangalore. The elite members and ardent students were keen on 

learning new things and I had the privilege to share my knowledge with them.  

It is my pleasure to address the elite delegates for this programme. Wishing you all success 

TEAM. 

CA Dr Girish Ahuja 
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MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 

CA K Gururaj Acharya 
Bengaluru 

 

For any organisation, 50 Years of journey is a remarkable 

achievement & hence  

it remains cognate with Gold……. Glittering, Glorious, Rare & 

Precious! 

The voyage encompasses the dedication and sacrifices of many persons who were at the 

helm of affairs, aiming for perfection at every level, making it exciting, excellent, and 

elegant. 

Hearty Congratulations to the elite members of Mangalore Branch of ICAI for being the 

pioneers of setting up a branch as early as in the year 1970 and for having successfully run 

it for 50 Golden years for the benefit of the members and CA students in particular and for 

the benefit of the  Nation in general. 

I had the proud privilege of interacting with the erudite members of Mangalore branch for 

the last 15-20 years. Every time I addressed the learned members, it is me who was being 

more benefited. I am sure this must be the experience with every resource person 

addressing the Mangalore Branch as the members come well prepared for every program 

and the interactions during the programs are of the highest order focusing on “What is 

right” rather than “Who is right”. 

I convey my heartfelt appreciation to all the past chairpersons and the office bearers of 

Mangalore Branch who were responsible to have made it the most vibrant branch of ICAI. 

My Special compliments to the current office bearers, led by the Golden leader CA 

S.S.Nayak, (SundaraSvarnajayanthi Nayaka) who are performing the Golden Jubilee event 

in the most befitting manner even during these testing  COVID times. 

May the Mangalore branch of ICAI reach greater glories in the times to come and continue 

to be the pride in future as it has been in the past. 

 

CA K Gururaj Acharya 
 

 

 
 



 

MESSAGE FROM GUEST 
 

 

Dr. K. Rajesh Nayak,  

Director-Training,  

College Of Banking And Financial Studies, Sultanate Of 
Oman 

I am delighted to know that the Mangaluru Chapter of ICAI is 

entering the milestone of its golden jubilee. During the last 50 years 

of worthy existence, the Chapter has rendered yeomen service to the profession by helping the 

ongoing developmental endeavours of its members and by as supporting the ongoing flow of a 

steady talent pipeline by creating awareness about the profession among students and supporting 

and guiding students who choose to pursue the CA course. Right from my student days, I have 

had several reasons to respect and admire charted accountants who have acquired their 

qualification by hard work and innumerable sacrifices and are rightfully reaping the rewards for 

their efforts.  

I have had a close association with ICAI since my organisation, the College of Banking and 

Financial Studies (CBFS), which is under the juristic supervision of the national banking regulator-

the Central bank of Oman, is the sponsor of the Muscat Chapter of ICAI under an MOU signed in 

2008 and subsequently renewed in 2012 and 2016. 

I am especially happy that my friend, philosopher and guide CA SS Nayak is the Chairman of the 

Chapter on this momentous occasion. CA SS Nayak is a Chaturmukha Brahma, a multifaceted 

personality with four different faces-professional, academic, social and  communicational. In fact, 

he had been invited to Muscat by ICAI Muscat Chapter for a CPE Seminar on “ NRI Investments 

and Taxation” . His wit, humour and repartee during the interactions is still recalled with the 

highest admiration by the attendees. I am sure that he will make the Golden Jubilee year a most 

memorable one in the annals of the Chapter. This is evidenced by the galaxy of star guests and 

speakers that are due to grace the Foundation day event as such as CA Atul Kumar Gupta (whom 

I had the pleasure of meeting during his visit to Muscat for an International Conference in 2019), 

CA TV Mohandas Pai, CA PR Ramesh, CA Ulhas Kamath, CA A Raghavendra Rao and dignitaries   

In conclusion, I would like to recall the words of the famous Poet Robert frost in his poem “ 

Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening” -The woods are lovely, dark and deep, but I have 

many more promises to keep and miles to go before I sleep”. While rejoicing over the Golden 

Jubilee, the Chapter is all set for a new beginning and a glorious onward March to its Diamond & 

Platinum Jubilee, to eventually culminate in a grand Centenary. I wish the Chapter all success in 

its relentless pursuit of excellence.    

 

Dr. K. Rajesh Nayak 
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PROFILE OF GUESTS 
CA. Atul Kumar Gupta,  
President, ICAI 2020-21 
 
A man with astute intellect, quick understanding and sharp vision, CA. 
Atul Kumar Gupta has been elected as President of The Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of India for the term 2020-21 on 12th February 
2020. Having served the profession for about two decades, he joined the 
Central Council of ICAI in 2013 wherein he is currently serving for third 
consecutive term, i.e. 2013-16, 2016-19 and 2019-22. He got elected as 
Vice-President in February, 2019 for the term 2019-2020. 

CA. Atul Gupta is known and appreciated widely for his key 
contribution as facilitator of the Goods and Service Tax regime, 
particularly in its formative years. Under his stewardship at Board of Studies, the New Scheme of 
Education and Training that was benchmarked with the revised International Education Standards, 
was launched in 2017, with thorough revision of the content of the study materials of Intermediate 
and Final level courses.  

He, earlier, has been the Chairman of SAFA Committee on Education, Training & CPD and Director 
of XBRL India and ICAI-Accounting Research Foundation (ARF) in the past.  

 Under his Chairmanship in the year 2010-11, the Northern India Regional Council of the Institute 
got the Best Regional Council award. As President of the Institute, CA. Gupta is now Chairman of 
all Standing Committees including Executive, Finance and Examination Committees, besides being 
the ex-officio member of all Non-Standing Committees and Editor of ICAI Journal, The Chartered 
Accountant. He is Chairman of the ICAI Research wing ICAI – Accounting Research Foundation 
and Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) India. He is also Director of the Governing 
Board of Indian Institute of Insolvency Professionals of ICAI and ICAI Registered Valuers 
Organisation. 

On International front, he is Board member of South Asian Federation of Accountants (SAFA), 
member of Public Sector Financial Management Committee of Confederation of Asian and Pacific 
Accountants (CAPA) and representing ICAI in International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC).  

With his deep insight of the affairs of profession, CA. Gupta has always kept the profession on high 
priority at national and international levels. He has addressed numerous technical meetings and 
seminars/ conferences and represented the Institute and its professional initiative in the past, 
including those at Association of Corporate Treasurer, Chartered Institute of Taxation and 
Financial Reporting Council, ICAEW, Chartered Institute of Public Finance Accountancy, UK and 
American Accounting Association. 

Being thoroughly conversant with the professional concerns and demands of his times, CA. Gupta 
has authored many relevant books and has published numerous articles in leading newspapers, 
magazines and professional newsletters, and delivered lectures in about 1500 seminars and 
conferences. 

A supporter of putting Indian accountancy profession on global map, CA. Gupta has also 
passionately represented the profession on various International forums through a number of 
meetings and conferences and making impeccable thereat. 

 

 

 
 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
CA. Nihar Niranjan Jambusaria,  
Vice President, ICAI  
2020-21  
 
A man of professional wisdom, vision and strong organisational skills 

with a firm belief in all round inclusive growth of Indian Chartered 

Accountancy profession, CA. Nihar Niranjan Jambusaria has been 

elected as the new VicePresident of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of India (ICAI) for the year 2020-21 wherein he is currently 

serving for third consecutive term, i.e. 2013-16, 2016-19 and 2019-22. A 

seasoned professional from Mumbai and currently associated in 

Industry, CA. NiharJambusaria qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1984 and was in practice for 

nearly 27 years. CA. Jambusaria is now Vice-Chairman of all Standing Committees including  

Executive, Finance and Examination Committees, besides being the ex-officio member of all Non-

Standing Committees and Joint Editor of ICAI Journal, The Chartered Accountant. He is Director of 

the ICAI Research wing ICAI – Accounting Research Foundation and Extensible Business 

Reporting Language (XBRL) India. CA. Jambusaria has been nominated as ICAI representative as 

Member for Committee on Corporate Governance Guidelines for Insurers of IRDA in India.  

He has also been nominated on the Review Committee for the B.Com (Hons) and B.Com Commerce 

New Syllabus for all the Universities in the Country by the University Grants Commission(UGC).  

CA. Nihar Niranjan Jambusaria has also been Chairman of WIRC of ICAI in 2004-05. An altruistic 

hard-worker bestowed with exceptional organisational, networking, administrative and leadership 

skills, he has been serving as Central Council member since 2013. CA. Jambusaria has represented 

ICAI in many important committees constituted by the Government Ministries/ Regulators. He has 

been nominated as a Member of the e – Commerce Committee formed by the  

Ministry of Finance and Peer Review Committee of the Central board of Direct Taxes.  

CA. Jambusaria has been a prolific speaker at national and international forum. As an avid 

academician and an orator par excellence, he has attended and contributed to numerous national 

and international seminars. He has addressed more than 900 seminars, conferences so far covering 

various subjects of professional interest like Direct tax, Accounting Standards, international tax and 

professional development and alike.  

With focus on innovation and niche enablement, he intends to translate his passion for the inclusive 

growth of the profession through the transformational agenda that the current paradigm warrants.  

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
 

Dayaniwas Sharma (FCA) 
Managing Partner  
Laxminiwas& Co.,  
Chartered Accountants  
DISA, FAFD 
+91 98852 00029 
daya@Lncofirm.com 
 
Ca Dayaniwas Sharma Qualified in 2005, Dayaniwas Articled with 
Price Waterhouse Coopers, Hyderabad, Where he has overseen and 
managed audit engagements of large corporate entities.  

There after revived Laxminiwas and Co., Chartered Accountants. He possesses over 20 years of 
experience in the field of auditing, accounting, corporate re-structuring valuations, due-diligence 
and transaction advisory services and other related financial management services.  

He is aInformation System Auditor (ISA) and Certified Forensic Auditor having completed 
diploma & certification Course conducted by ICAI respectively. 

Prior to joining the profession of Chartered Accountancy he was actively involved in “Stock Market 
Activities” from 1993 to 1998. He is also a qualified member of Association of Mutual Funds of 
India (AMFI) since 2004.  

He has been elected to the Central Council of ICAI for the period 2019-22. Currently he has been 
nominated on the Board of XBRL India, Vice Chairman of Digital Accounting and Assurance Board 
(DAAB), Vice Chairman of IND AS Implementation Committee, member of Disciplinary 
Committee, member of UDIN Monitoring Group, Member of Digital Transformation & Re-
engineering Group (DTPRG) and various committees including - Strategy Perspective Planning 
and Monitoring Committee (ICAI VISION). 

He was also the Co-chairman of Direct Tax Committee in FTCCI (Federation of Telengana Chamber 
of Commerce and Industries) and has served as member and Co-chairman of various committees 
such as Direct Taxes and Banking, Insurance & Finance, IPR and Company law, CSR etcetera.  

With the new generation of professional practice management, Dayaniwas is supported with the 
legacy partners and is designated as Managing Partner of the firm and leads a team size of 120 
people.  

Certain of his other achievements are:   

• He has been instrumental in taking the firm into International arena and developed 
working relationship with different countries and 5 cities nationally. Their group is one of 
its kind to be called as “Indian Multinational Firms” or Make in India firm of Chartered 
Accountants.    

• He has been covered by a coffee table book and recognised as “Young India Visionary” by 
IMG Innovative Media Group in whole of UAE.  

• Continues to deliver lectures at ICAI and other educational institutions on Audit, Taxation 
and Management topics.     

 

 

 

 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
CA Dungar Chand U Jain 
Chairman -SIRC of ICAI 
 
Graduate and Chartered Accountant-in-practice at Madurai. He has 
passed Higher Diploma in Software engineering . He did his articleship 
training with a leading CA Firm at Chennai.He is a Fellow Member of 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and has passed DISA 
(Diploma in Information Systems Audit) of ICAI in 2005.He has been in 
practice since 2005 and is currently the Managing Partner of a CA Firm 
having offices at Chennai, Madurai and Cochin. 
 
Served in Madurai Branch of SIRC of ICAI: 
2010-11 Branch Coordination Committee, 2011-12 & 2012-13 SICASA 
Chairman, 2013-14 Secretary 
2014-15 Vice Chairman, 2015-16 Chairman of Madurai Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
 
Regional Council of SIRC of ICAI: 
He has been elected to the Regional Council of SIRC of ICAI for the term 2016-19 & re-elected in 
2019-22. He has served as Secretary of SIRC of ICAI during the year 2017-18, Vice Chairman of 
SIRC of ICAI (2019-20) and is currently serving as Chairman of SIRC of ICAI (2020-21). 
 
Ex-Officio (2016-19) : Madurai, Sivakasi& Trichy Branches of SIRC of ICAI 
 
Ex-Officio (2019-22) : Madurai, Sivakasi& Pondicherry Branches of SIRC of ICAI 
 
Leading the Committee as Chairman of the following Committees of SIRC of ICAI: 
Continuing Professional Education Committee (2016-17) 
Committee for Members in Industry (2018-19 & 2019-20) 
Information Technology & Digital Transformation Committee (2016-17, 2017-18 2018-19 & 2019-20) 
 
MEMBER 
l) Bombay Chartered Accountants' Society, Mumbai 
2) All India Federation of Tax Practitioners, Mumbai 
 
 
AREAS OF INTEREST / SPECIALISATION 
 Evinces keen interest in the study of Capital markets and specialises in Derivatives (Futures & 

Options) & Taxation and have given guest lectures and presented papers at various 
institutions, and professional forums. 

 Had been a Visiting Faculty at Madura College and Fathima College, Madurai covering 
chapters on Stock Markets and Derivatives. 

 Has presented papers on Information Technology with reference to DSCs, Efiling and Uses of 
Excel in various forums & CPE meetings. 

 Being tech-savvy, has been instrumental in preparing few in-house softwares. 
 Also have prepared a template on "TN VAT Audit" in excel benefitting Chartered Accountants. 
 Regular contributor to monthly Newsletter of Chartered Accountants' Study Circle Bulletin on 

"Excel Tips" and few ICAI Branch Newsletters. 
 Active participant of "Jan Seva" - An organisation helping those in need. 
 Authored Book on Excel Tips covering uses of MS Excel for Professionals. 

 

 
 

 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
CA T V Mohandas Pai 
Chairman- Manipal Global Education 
 

In a career spanning over 35 years, Mohandas Pai has served in the 

areas of finance,  

accounting, information technology, human resources, education, 

corporate governance,  

social impact innovation, environmental conservation, policy 

formulation, heritage preservation,  

philanthropy, and the venture capital and startup ecosystem.  

 

Mohan is currently the Chairman of Aarin Capital, Chairman of 3one4 Capital, Chairman of 

Manipal Global Education, Member of the Boards of Havells India, the Institute of Public 

Enterprises, and Ascendas Property Fund – the Trustee-Manager of Ascendas India Trust, Member 

of the Board of Governors of the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF), Governing 

Council Member of the Centre for Advanced Financial Research and Learning (CAFRAL) 

promoted by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Chairman of the Regulatory and Financial 

Technology Committee of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”), Chairman of the 

SEBI Primary Markets Advisory Committee (“PMAC”), and Founder-Trustee of the Akshaya Patra 

Foundation.  

He was awarded the Padma Shri award by the President of India in 2015 and the Karnataka 

Rajyotsava Award in 2004. Mohan was previously a Board Member and the Chief Financial Officer 

(CFO) of Infosys, an Investment Committee Member of the SIDBI India Aspiration Fund and the 

$1.8 Billion India Fund of Funds, a Board Member of the Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(“SEBI”), a Member of the Board of the National Stock Exchange (NSE) of India, Trustee of the 

International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) Foundation, Chairman of the FICCI Skills 

Committee and Higher Education Committee, and President of the All India Management 

Association (AIMA).  

 

Mohan holds a bachelor’s degree in commerce as a University Rank Holder from St. Joseph’s  

College of Commerce, Bangalore, a bachelor’s degree in law (LLB) from Bangalore University, and 

is a Fellow Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India as an All-India Rank Holder. 

He is based in Bangalore, India. 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
CA P R Ramesh 
Chairman - Deloitte India 

 

P R Ramesh was former Chairman of Deloitte India and a former member of Deloitte 
Global Board with over 40 years of experience in the profession and is a Fellow Member of 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI).  
He has also been associated with various Regulatory bodies, Industry Bodies and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India which are as follows: 

 

Regulatory Bodies 

• Former Member of SEBI Committee on Disclosures and Accounting Standards (SCODA); 
• Was a member of the Committee for Reforming the Regulatory Environment for doing 

Business in India set up by Government of India; 
• Was a Member of Working Group set up by the Reserve Bank of India for implementation 

of Ind AS by banks in India 
• Special invitee to National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards (NACAS) 
• Invitee to the committee set up by the Reserve Bank of India to assist in convergence to 

IFRS by banks; 
• Former Member of the Technical Committee to review the form and presentation of the 

Balance Sheet of the Reserve Bank of India; 
• Former Member of Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) Standing 

Committee on Accounting Issues; 
• Was a Member of the Working Group on “Harmonizing IRDA Corporate Governance 

Guidelines and Disclosures with the New Companies Act, 2013 
• Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India Advisory Committee on Service Providers 
 

Industry Bodies 

• In the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII), he is a member of  
‒ National Council Committee of Financial Reporting; and  
‒ Committee on Economic Affairs 
‒ Committee on Regulatory Affairs and Governance 

• Past President of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce & Industry  

Professional Bodies 

• Formerly member of the Accounting Standards Board of the ICAI; 
• VP at Large position representing the International Association for Accounting Education 

and  Research Foundation; 
• Past member of the Vision and Restructuring Committee set up by ICAI; 
• Past member of the Auditing Practices Committee of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of India 
• Past member of the Secretarial Standards Boards constituted by the Institute of Company 

Secretaries of India. 
• He has lectured extensively in India (including in programmes and workshops conducted 

by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), the Reserve Bank of India, the 
Confederation of Indian Industries) and abroad on a variety of subjects including auditing 
and accounting subjects. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
 
 
K. Ullas Kamath                                                                       
Joint Managing Director  
Jyothy Laboratories Ltd.                                                            
  
Bangalore, India. 
Email ID: ullas@jyothy.com 
 
 
Kasaragod Ullas Kamath, M.Com., LL.B., F.C.A., A.C.S., M.Sc (LSE)  is the Joint Managing 
Director of Jyothy Laboratories Ltd. He is responsible for business development, new 
projects, sales, financial management. He has over 25 years of experience.  
 
Mr. Kamath, has been the part of driving force in transforming the company from a 
proprietary concern to a multi-brand FMCG corporate with key brands like Ujala, Maxo, 
Exo, Pril, Henko, Margo, Mr.White, Chek, Neem & Maya  Under his leadership, Jyothy 
Laboratories had a successful IPO offering in the year 2007 and a QIP in 2011. He was also 
instrumental in the acquisition of Henkel AG's India operations in 2011 and helped elevate 
Jyothy Laboratories Ltd to a 10 brands FMCG company.  Present market cap of JLL is over 
Rs 6000 crores. 
 

Mr. Kamath has participated in the Advance Management Program at Wharton Business 
School (2004) and at Harvard Business School (2008). He did his Global Masters in 
Management from London School of Economics (2014). 

 

He won "All India CA Business Achiever Award - SME Category 2008" instituted by the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.  He is also the winner of CNBC Awaz 2018 
Best CEO AWARD in FMCG Category. 
 
Mr. Kamath is an Independent Director of V-Guard Industries Ltd., Cochin, Chairman of 
FICCI Karnataka State Council and Co-Chair of FICCI Start Up Committee, New Delhi. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
 

CA A Raghavendra Rao, 
Past Secretary SIRC of ICAI 
 

Having started his practice with a single staff in his office, today there are 
75 employees working under the CA firm M/s Raghavendra Rao 
Chartered Accountants, Mangalore and has offices at seven cities spread 
across the country. Today he is universally acknowledged as one of the 
senior most professionals amongst the fraternity of Chartered 
Accountants. In 1979, he contested for the South India Regional Council 
(S.I.R.C) of Institute of Chartered Accountants in Chennai and won the 
election. During his four-year tenure, he served as the Chairman of the India regional Chartered Accountant 
Students Association at Chennai and also as Secretary of S.I.R.C for some time. During this time, he was the 
taxation committee Chairman of the S.I.R.C and conducted regional taxation seminars at Mangalore. Not one 
to rest on his laurels, his innate talent as an entrepreneur saw him enter the hospitality industry with “Hotel 
Srinivas” in 1980. The Hotel has the unique distinction of being one of the first hotels to be classified as a 3-
Star hotel despite the fact that it had a multi-cuisine vegetarian restaurant while the trend internationally was 
to attach a Non-Vegetarian restaurant to any star category hotel. 

In the year 1988, he set up the “A. Shama Rao Foundation” a trust dedicated to advancement of his belief that 
“Education is the prime driver in transforming Society”. He found strong support for his vision from the 
then Vice-Chancellor of Mangalore University, Prof. Shafiullah under whose able guidance and 
encouragement Shri. A. Raghavendra Rao set up the first professional degree college under the aegis of A. 
Shama Rao Foundation, Mangalore. The college named “Srinivas College of Hotel Management” offered a 
3-year Bachelor’s Degree in Hotel Management. From modest beginnings, the college as well as the 
foundation has grown many times over. Today the sixteen colleges of the foundation offer more than 78 
programmes in various fields of study. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION: 

Articleship of Chartered Accountancy course under Late Sri A. Umanath Rao, C.A., Mangalore. 

Member of Institute of C.A of India in 1965 (A.C.A.) & Fellow of ICAI in 1970 (F.C.A.) 

PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Setup independent practice as Chartered Accountant at Felix Pai Bazar, Mangalore in March 1965. 

Senior Partner of M/s. A. Raghavendra Rao, Chartered Accountants, Mangalore and having Branches in 7 
other cities in India. 

Senior Partner of M/s. A. Raghavendra Rao, Chartered Accountants, Mangalore and having Branches in 7 
other cities in India. 

Member of the Southern Indian Regional Council of Chartered Accountants of India, Madras for the period 
Of 1979-83. 

Chairman of the SIRC C A Students Association, Madras in 1980-81. 

Secretary of SIRC, Madras in 1982-83. 

Leading consultant & Auditor for Finance, Trading Commercial & Industrial concerns. 
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                                                                   CA Dr. Abhishek Murali 

                                                                   Secretary - SIRC of ICAI 

 
Dr. CA Abhishek Murali is the youngest elected Regional Council Member of the Southern 
India Regional Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India by securing the 
highest number of votes from Tamil Nadu. He has been elected in consecutive terms of 
2016-2019 and 2019-2022 to the Regional Council. He is also the Youngest Elected Secretary 
of the SIRC of ICAI for 2020-21 
 
Dr. CA Abhishek Murali is an B.Com, M.Com, FCA, ACMA, CGMA, CIMA(Lon.), 
CISA(USA), DISA(ICAI), ADIT(UK), D.Litt. He's an All India 1st Rank holder in CIMA 
Strategy & All India 17th Rank in Final Examination. All India 5th Rank in ADIT conducted 
by CIOT (UK). He obtained his certificate in Intl Tax certificate International Tax Center, 
Leiden & also attended special sessions at Harvard University.Dr. CA Abhishek Murali 
has conducted and spoken at more than 300 seminars on Direct Taxes in one year. During 
the Covid Lockdown Period, Dr. CA Abhishek Murali addressed over 2 lakh viewers in 
several webinars, creating awareness about the various benefits and incentives available to 
them, launched by the Government of India & on the importance of Wealth-care along with 
Health-care. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PROFILE OF GUESTS 
 
CA Dr Girish Ahuja 
Renowned Author 
 

Academic 

 B.Com (Hons) from Shri Ram College of Commerce, Delhi 
University in the year 1965 

 M.Com from Shri Ram College of Commerce, Delhi 
University in the year 1967 

 Chartered Accountancy in the year 1970 and was rank holder both in the Intermediate and 
Final Examination of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 

 Ph.D from Faculty of Management Studies, Delhi University in the year 2009  

 

Experience and Employment: 

 Practicing as a Chartered Accountant mainly in the field of Direct Taxes 

 He has been nominated by the Government of India as member of the Task Force for re-
drafting the Income Tax Act. 

 Nominated by the Government of India as part time non-Official Director to the Central 
Board of Directors of State Bank of India 

 Appointed as an Independent Director of three limited companies 

 Nominated member of the high powered committee formed by Government of India 
under the chairmanship of Justice A.P. Shah, Chairman Law Commission, to look into (i) 
issue of applicability of MAT provisions in the case of foreign companies and FII's (ii) any 
other issue relating to applicability of direct tax provisions which may be referred to it by 
the Government/CBDT from time to time. 

 Author of over 28 books on Direct Taxation both for students and professionals including 
a Concise Commentary on Direct Taxes, Compendium of Issues on Income Tax and Wealth 
Tax, Direct Taxes Ready Reckoner, Direct Taxes Law and Practice, Guide to TDS, Taxation 
of Capital Gains. 

 Consultant on tax matters to various industries and non profit making organizations. 

 Delivered more than 2800 Lectures on various topics of Direct Taxes organized by the ICAI, 
ICSI, Chambers of Commerce, Management Institutes and various other organizations.  

 Patron of Tax Law Educare Society, a non-profit making voluntary organization, with the 
main objective to educate general public and professionals on Taxation, Law and Allied 
Matters for last ten years. 

 President of SRCC Alumni Association for over 20 years. 

 

 

 

 



 

Messages From the committee members 
It is indeed a great opportunity to be a part of the managing 
committee during the Golden Jubilee year of the Mangaluru 
Branch of SIRC of ICAI. It’s a great learning experience too 
under present Chairman of the Mangaluru Branch CA S. 
Shantharam Nayak who was also my mentor during my 
initial days of practice.  The main strength of our committee is 
that it is filled with youngsters and even the pandemic has not 
let their spirits down. 

Best wishes to the entire CA fraternity of Mangaluru Branch 
on this memorable occasion.  

CA. Subramanya Kamath K.  
Vice Chairman, 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
 

It is a proud moment for all the members of the Mangaluru 
Branch to witness the Golden Jubilee Celebration who have 
seen the Branch grow in all these years under the dedicated 
care of the Past Chairmen to be one of the best branches of 
Southern Region. The Branch has the Best Building and has 
been conducting excellent program year after year for its 
members and providing the exceptional training for its 
students, due to which the branch has won various awards in 
the past. All this is possible for the active participations of all 
members and students on the Branch and the continuously 
support by the Central Council Members and Regional 
Council Members.  

CA Abdur Rahman Musba 
Secretary 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
 

 
My association with Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI started 
in the year 2005 as a student. I have witnessed vibrant activities 
of members as well as students over the period and it is my 
privilege to be part of the managing committee for the year 2019-
2022 which has received an honour to organize the Golden 
Jubilee founding day celebration during its tenure. I hereby 
congratulate the members as well as the students of the 
Mangaluru Branch on this golden occasion of the fiftieth year 
founding day of the branch. May the Branch scale greater 
heights in the years to come. 

CA Prasanna Shenoy M. 
Treasurer 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

 
 



 

 

I am extremely happy to be a part of the Mangaluru Branch 
which has a history of past chairmen and office bearers who 
have contributed a lot to make the branch as one of the best 
branches of Southern. It’s a joyous occasion for all of us 
associated with the Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI since 
the Branch is entering its fiftieth year of its existence on 18th of 
August 2020. I congratulate all who are associated with the 
Mangaluru Branch on this occasion and wish the branch every 
success. 
CA Gautham Nayak M. 
SICASA Chairman 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 

 
It's a momentous occasion to see our Alma Mater, the 
Mangaluru Branch reach the golden figure of 50. It's been a 
great journey,  

I personally have had with the branch wherein I got an 
opportunity to serve the branch under its Students 
association & now as a Member of the Managing Committee 
of the branch. I have always felt a deep connect with the 
branch since the time I was a student. Mangaluru Branch has 
always been a model branch & I wish the Branch the best as 
it enters it's 50th year. I am very certain under the guidance 
of all our past Chairpersons & senior members of the branch, 
we shall be able to deliver the best in the Interest of the 
Members & students of Mangaluru Branch. Hearty best wishes & congratulations to the 
Mangaluru Branch. 

CA Gautham Pai D. 
Committee Member 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
 
 
It is my pride and pleasure to be the Immediate Past 
Chairman of this prestigious Institute of Mangaluru ICAI.  It 
has been a long and successful journey of Mangaluru ICAI 
since its establishment in 1971. With the tremendous effort 
and wonderful support put forth by each and every one of 
the Past Chairpersons, Seniors & Well-wishers, our branch 
has secured a good name & fame amongst all the branches 
of ICAI. Our many day's/many month's efforts and dream 
come true. My best wishes for the success of the Golden 
Jubilee Foundation Day programs.  

CA.Anantha Padmanabha K.  
Managing Committee Member and Immediate Past 
Chairman, 
Mangaluru Branch of SIRC of ICAI 
 

 

 

 



 

Best Wishes from 



 

Best wishes from 

 

 



 

Best wishes from 
THE MANGALORE CO-OPERATIVE TOWN BANK LTD, H.O.CARSTREET, 

MANGALORE – 575001 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Attractive Rate of Interest on Loan to Professionals. 

(Professionals include: Chartered Accountants, Engineers, Doctors 
& Advocates) 

Other loan facilities @ competitive rates: 

* Business Loan * Personal Loan     * Vehicle Loan * Housing Loan 

* Mortgage Loan * Overdraft Facilities * Jewel Loan Facilities 

 

Launching Soon: 

* Mobile Banking Facility * UPI based Payment Facility * ATM Facility 

 

Approach us @ 

* Head Office - 0824 2429330   * Carstreet Branch - 0824 2423896 

* Bajal Branch – 0824 2435638   * Kavoor – 0824 2484949 

* Moodabidri – 08258 237636    * Kaikamba – 0824 2259922 

 

CA Nakul Pai B.H                  Sri Umesh Bhat N.               Sri Raghunath Prabhu P 

President        Vice-President                   General Manager 

& 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

102 years of services 

1918 - 2020 



 

Best wishes from 

 
 
 
ABCO Group of Companies, with its origins in Mangalore, is an Indian based 
conglomerate comprising 17Companies with diversified businesses and global 
presence. The companies and their branches, located in India,Middle East and Far East, 
have been delivering quality products and services to its global clientele for more than 
25 years now. 

Address: ABCO Compound, N H 66, Kottara 
Chowki, Mangalore-575006 

Ph:0824-2450877,2450977,2452588,2452599 

Email: sales-mang@abcosteel.com , finance-
mang@abcosteel.com 

Website:www.abcosteel.com 



 

Best wishes from 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Best wishes from 
 

 



 

Best wishes from 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Best wishes from 

 
Bank of Baroda (BOB) is an Indian multinational, public sector banking and financial 
services company. It is the third largest public sector bank in India, with 131 million 
customers, a total business of US$218 billion, and a global presence of 100 overseas 
offices. Based on 2019 data, it is ranked 1145 on Forbes Global 2000 list. 

The government of India announced the merger of Bank of Baroda, Vijaya 
Bank and Dena Bank on September 17, 2018, to create the country's fourth largest 
lender. The amalgamation is the first-ever three-way consolidation of banks in the 
country, with a combined business of Rs14.82 trillion (short scale), making it the third 
largest bank after State Bank of India (SBI) and ICICI Bank.[6] 

Bank of Baroda is India’s leading public sector bank with a strong domestic presence 
supported by self- service channels. The Bank’s distribution network includes 9,500+ 
branches, 13,400+ ATMs, 1,200+, self-service e-lobbies and 18,000 Business 
Correspondents. The Bank has a significant international presence with a network of 
100 branches/offices of subsidiaries, spanning 21 countries. The Bank has wholly 
owned subsidiaries including BOB Financial Solutions Limited (erstwhile BOB Cards 
Ltd.), BOB Capital Markets and Baroda Asset Management India Ltd. Bank of Baroda 
also has joint ventures for life insurance viz. India First Life Insurance and India 
Infradebt Ltd., engaged in infrastructure financing. The Bank owns 98.57% in The 
Nainital Bank. The Bank has also sponsored three Regional Rural Banks namely 
Baroda Uttar Pradesh Gramin Bank, Baroda Rajasthan Gramin Bank and Baroda 
Gujarat Gramin Bank.  
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Best wishes from 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
B Ganapathi Bhandarkar & Sons 

J M Road, bunder, Mangaluru-575001 

E-mail:silcoenterprises@yahoo.co.in 

Dealers in Weighing scales, weights and measures, fire works 

Ph:0824-2423521,2425275 

9880370446,9844794177 (M) 

 

 

 
 
 



 

Best wishes from 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MANGALURU BRANCH OF SIRC OF ICAI  

ICAI BHAWAN | NEAR KANCHANA HYUNDAI SHOWROOM| PADIL MANGALORE – 575007 

Tel:0824-2439722 Email:mangalore@icai.org 

Website: www.mangalore-icai.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editorial Team 

  
 

CA Yashashwini K Amin CA Prasanna Shenoy M CA Gautham Nayak M 

Committee Members 


